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Introduction

Chapter I

This is a monograph on Babur, né Zahir -uddin Muhammad', the founder of the `Mughul'
Empire in India. It is an attempt to create a corpus based upon his coinage; to deduce

historical evidence unobtainable from written works and clear misconceptions reported in
existing records. The work is based on my personal collection of coins and connected materials
gathered over the past several decades.

Much of the known historical facts have been culled from translations2 of Babur's autobiography
as supplemented by translations of works written during his lifetime or soon thereafter'.
However, as most readers familiar with these works will know, several pages of Babur's
autobiography, the Babur -nama, are missing. Events during these years have been filled in by
scholars through exhaustive research into manuscripts of the period, notably those from India,
Iran, Turkey, and the Central Asian States. Many questions remain unanswered due not only
to the dearth of records or biased reporting, but also to the rarity of Babur's coinage. In the
numismatic field, one important aspect is the difficulty to assign mint towns or dates to the
majority of Babur's issues. Only part of the story is that they were poorly struck, with a portion
of the legend off -flan or heavily worn. There is also the enigma of why Babur preferred to have
his coins struck without dates [`dateless] and or the name of the mints [`mintless') in an age
and culture where stamping the mint town and year was a useful propaganda tool.

For the uninitiated reader let us explain that an important aspect of muslim ruler ship was
the right to Sikka and Khutba4 In an age devoid of mass communication media, coinage was a
powerful propaganda tool. By striking their name, title, place of minting, year of mintage and
sometimes even the regnal year, the king announced to his subjects information about himself,
his religious beliefs, the extent of his empire and the duration of his reign. The abuse of this
exclusive right and its exercise were important enough to attract the death penalty. This data
alone is of great value to the historian in supplementing knowledge of a given rulers scanty
written records. The present work attempts to answer these questions.

In undertaking this work. I have supplemented the specimens in my collection by a study
and record of Babur's coins in the principal museums of the worlds and in
important private Collections'. Most coins reproduced were personally examined and photographed,
except for those that were culled from published literature or received as a photograph or scan;the latter were computer enhanced for clarity.

I. Babur's name at birth was Muhammad. This was his Alam, or proper name. Among Muslims, there are no family names as
in the Western Societies and the Alam corresponds nearly with the Christian name, as is given soon after birth or at
circumcision. Zahir -uddin (Defender of the faith] was his Laqab, or title of honor. See Codrington p. 56, and Hodiwala p.290. In passing, it is interesting to note that all, save one, of the Mughul kings had the same name - Muhammad.2. See Bibliography

3. See Bibliography
4. `Sikka' was the right to have coins minted in one's name; 'Khutba' was the right of having one's name mentioned as the rulerin the Friday prayers.
5. Museum collections examined: British Museum; Ashmolean Museum; Fitzwilliam Museum; Hermitage Museum, St. PetersburgLahore Museum, Pakistan; National Museum, Karachi Pakistan and ANS. Others through published catalogues: LucknowMuseum & Supplement Calcutta Museum and Supplement Patna Museum; Smithsonian Institute; auction catalogues & pricelists from different auction houses /dealers over several years; numismatic journals.6. Several private collectors in Pakistan plus photos/scans supplied by collector and dealer friends around the world.



JIIILC LIIC uas(s IOC tnis work is numismatic, I have started with a brief summary of events inBabur's life that have a numismatic bearing, on a Hijri year -by -year basis. This is followed by acommentary covering topics such as evolution of legends, mint town history, die study, andeconomy etc. This is followed by the Catalogue proper, which groups his known coinage into`Central Asian', and `Indian' issues, listed alphabetically, including sections on counter-marks,counterfeits etc. Following the catalogue are three appendices and a bibliography of worksconsulted.

Within the catalogue section, the obverse legend is reproduced with a transliteration and atranslation. The reverse legends have not been reproduced, as they are standard for muslimcoinage during this period. Historical accounts, legends, die -study and epigraphy of the legendshave been used to find answers to his dateless and mintless coins etc. Babur's counter -stampedcoins have been reproduced separately within the catalogue and a brief discussion is presentedon dating them. The die -study covers both the obverse and reverse dies employed and these havebeen used to establish die-linkage as a clue to establishing the possible place of minting. Appendix IIgives the provenance, die-numbering and rarity rating. As most collectors will know from theirpersonal experience, all of Babur's coins are scarce. My rarity list is subjective, based on mypersonal collection or seen specimens. Amongst all types of Babur's coins, those with the mintand /or date legible are rare, and with both, are exceptionally rare. I have also attempted to re-attribute some of Babur's coins in published works and remedy some misinterpretations causedby insufficient written or numismatic data.

I have not attempted current international transliteration standards for oriental names. Thisis partly due to lack of knowledge but mainly because I believe that most of my readers will settlefor straightforward pronounceable words, even though they may seem phonetically inaccurate. Ihave thus used the spellings of names and places as understood and pronounced by the contemporaryspeakers of Urdu, Persian, Turkic and Arabic. For reasons of space saving, I have not transliteratedthe reverse; this being commonly knowledge and almost similar for the majority of medieval muslimcoinage.

My approach on classifying various specimens has been to assign distinctive numbering to eachspecimen through a numbering system indicated as a `XX -YY' number where the XX is the typeor variety number, and YY a number assigned to the specific specimen within the XX variety. Asan example, in 0 I -02, the `0 l' denotes the type or variety [in this case all AH 915 issue fromBadakhshan] and the `02' is an allocated number to the illustrated specimen. The type numbersrun consecutively through the corpus, which itself is based on grouping Central Asian and IndianMints listed in the English alphabetical order. In rare exceptions, gaps are left in the typenumbers to accommodate new series that may be found in future. In the die study section, I haveallocated a serial numbering system for the dies with a prefix of OD, for the obverse die andRD, for the reverse. For the Countermarks I have used the prefix Cmk.

All obverse legends have been summerised at the end of the sub -chapter on evolution of legendsnd each individually numbered. Subsequently, in the descriptive pages, facing the plates in theatalogue section, such numbers are given along with the weights, maximum diameters, againstach specimen.
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I faced ditticucy ui C,iauuo1 un16 , . .,

numismatic
scholars such as Mitchiner in his three volumes on oriental coins, Gobl in his Kushana

Atlas, Krause Mischler in their South Asian Catalogue, Stan Goron in his work on Indian sultanate

coinage,
Walker in his work on Arab -Sassanian Coinage and Osmund Bopearachchi in his Catalogue

of the Bactro and Indo- Greeks, differed significantly. While in some works, die differences have

been a yardstick for defining a variety, in others a very distinct legend layout or epigraphic variation

has been used. In fact, in some cases a mix was also noted.

The criterion adopted for this work was to consider distinctly differing legend layouts or year

of mintage as the principle yardstick. Unfortunately, the great abundance of layouts with minor -

differences in the mint less and mint less/date less varieties caused a problem. In order to restrict

the total number of `Types', minor legend variations were ignored in grouping such types.

Data on dimensions and sometimes -even weights for a few specimens is lacking. This was partly

due to lack of information from the source providing the specimen as a scan or a photograph and

partly due to the author's negligence in taking down the data from the large number of specimens

examined. It is hoped that the authors personal collection, which represents more than 50% of

the total specimens studied and reproduced, will partially compensate for this lapse._

Babur's memoirs can be frustrating for the uninitiated - too many unfamiliar names of people

and places, some relevant, some irrelevant, are introduced in quick succession throughout the -

work. In order to make this monograph more comprehensible, I have reproduced his `family- tree',

highlighting the principal players in his life in Appendix I.

Finally, I must confess that, not having any knowledge in Turkic, Persian, and Arabic, I have not

accessed original texts in the language they were written, only their English translations. Several

historians, notably Prof. Dr. Ishtiaq Hussein Qureshi,7 point out the errors of omissions and -

commissions in these translations, which in many cases render them unreliable. For errors thus

introduced in this work, I request the indulgence of the readers.

7. Ishtiaq. p. 20, 21, and Appendix A
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Summary of Events of Numismatic Bearing

It may be helpful to summarize the lacunae in Babur's autobiography, which have resulted in
difficulties in establishing what exactly transpired during those periods. Historians have partly

bridged that gap from third party sources, but several differences between the sources beg their
correctness. The missing periods are:

I . AH 908 to AH 909
2. Ramzan (?) AH 914 to Zul Hajj AH 924
3. Safar AH 926 to Safar AH 932
4. Jummadi II AH 934 to Muharram AH 935
5. AH 935 - I I short gaps, totaling
6. Muharram AH 936 to Jummadi I AH 737

16 months
10 years 4 months
5 years and IO months
8 months
2 months 14 days
16 months

All 888 to AH 898 [14th. February AD 1483 - llth. October AD 1493]
Babur was born on Friday the 6th of Muharram 8. AH 888 [I 4th February AD 1483] in Andijan,

the capital of the small kingdom of Farghana in what is now Uzbekistan. He was the second child
and eldest son of Umar Shaikh Mirza's eight children. His father was the fifth linear descendent
of Amir Timur Beg - the founder of the Timurid Empire in the Middle Ages. The Timurids were
Turks of the Bartas tribe; however, after Amir Timur's conquest of the Chaghatai Mongols, with
the passage of time, the Timurids came to be known as Chaghatai Turks9.

Through his mother, Qutluq Nigar Khanim, he was also the I5th. linear descendent of
Chingiz Khan. She was a true Chaghatai.

As was customary during the period, his name, Zahir -uddin Muhammad1) was chosen by a
spiritual guide, Khwaja Nasir -uddin Ubaid -ullah Ahrari, the most revered name in Transoxiana
during that period. His cousin Mirza Haidar Dughlat however says that he was named by Maulana
Munir Marghinain, one of the Ulemas of Aulugh Beg Mirza. Mirza Haidarl I also informs us " at that
time the Chaghatai were very rude and uncultured and not refined as they are now; thus they found Zahir-
uddin Muhammad difficult to pronounce and for this reason gave him the name of Babur "12.

8. Muharram, the first month of the Muslim calendar, which is lunar.
9. Mirza Haidar Dughkit tells us: `:.from the time of Amir Timur till that of Sultan Abu -Saeed Mirza, some one of the race of Chaghatai

Khan, son of Chingiz Khan, had always been placed on the royal throne, and was honored with the tide of King: in spite of the fact
that he was (in reality) a prisoner, as one may gather from the royal mandate. When it came to the term of Sultan Abu -Sneed Mirza
to reign, this king discarded the old custom." (TR page 172]

10. Zahir -uddin 'The Protector or Defender of the Faith'. A Laqab.
I I . TR p. 173

12. Tiger. See footnote I, page 19, Rushbrook Williams, where he points out that 'Babur' is a Turkish word for Tiger, as
opposed to the Arabic ' Babar', a lion, quoting Redhouse's Turkish Lexicon and Steingass's Persian- English Dictionary.





Mongol Chief, Yunas Khan, was a much cultured and learned man:

"He was sent to Maulana Sharafuddin Yazdi, that under him he might continue his studies...He spent altogether twelve years with the Maulana, in the acquirement of science and letters.. . ".

Nothing is known of the first I I years of Babur's life, though it can be rightfully conjectured
that he was tutored in the arts of warfare and was taught literature and poetry in both his nativelanguage and Persian. That he was taught well and was an exceptional student is borne out from
the facts emerging from his later life.

It is interesting to note here that like the Timurids being called Chaghatai, Babur himself andhis dynasty, came to be known as the 'Mughul' [a distortion of the word Mongol] kings of India.Both were in fact of Barbs Turkish origin.14

AK 899 to All 902 [12th October AD 1493 - 30th August, AD 1497
Babur tells us that his father died in an accident on the 4th. of Ramzan15. AH 899 [June 8th.AD 1494]. So at the age of I I, Babur inherited his father's domains.

In keeping with the practice of the day, his paternal uncle, Sultan Ahmed Mirza, conspiredwith his maternal uncle, Sultan Mahmud Khan, to conquer and divide the kingdom of Farghanabetween themselves. Fortunately for the young prince, a combination of circumstances - badweather and an epidemic amongst the invading forces - foiled these plans.

In AH 900 he paid a visit to his maternal uncle, the Khaqan of the Mongols, Sultan MahmudKhan, in order to reconcile their differences.

In AH 901 Babur made his first attempt to conquer Samarkand, but was forced to lift the
siege and return home due to bad weather.

In Ramzan16 of AH 902 Babur launched his second raid on Samarkand, which led to a siege
for seven months. During this period Shaibani, the Auzbegi7, made his appearance but there was
no encounter between the two. Shaibani entered Samarkand, where he could not come to termswith Bai- sunghar and returned to Turkistan.

Numismatic Evidence
I am not aware of any dated coinage of Babur during this period.

13. TR p. 173
14.TRp.74
15. Erskine p.69 writes Babur, like Timur was from the Barlas tribe of the purest Mongols who, through long residence andassociation with Turks, had become Turks in manners and language.
16. 106. month of the Hijri Calendar.
17. Cambridge History of Islam, Vol I, p. 173, tells us that the Auzbeg were a Turkic people who took their name from a leaderof the Golden Horde. Shaibani was a descendent of Chingiz Khan's son Juji.
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MI 903 [ 30th August AD 1497 -19th August AD 14981v v
Babur tells us that he took Samarkand after a seven month siege, towards the end of Rabbi 118

after learning that Bai- sunghar Mirza had abandoned it.

He received news of a threat to his native city of Andijan and left Samarkand in Rajab19 after having

ruled there for 100 days.

Numismatic Evidence and Comments:
Coins of a full legend and others which bear a beautifully executed and dated counter -

stamp of the period are known to exist. The counter stamps are known in three varieties. However

the full legend coins are very rare which is understandable in view of the economic situation at

that time. The lack or resources in Samarkand, the once proud capital of Amir Timur, is testified

by Babur's report of the conditions in the city in his autobiography: -

We had taken the town after a seven month's hard siege. Things of one sort or other fell to our_

men when we got in. The whole country with the exception of Samarkand itself, had come in earlier either

to me or to Sultan Ali Mirza and consequently had not been over -run. In any case, what could have been

taken from districts so long subjected to raid and rapine? The booty our men had taken, such as it was,- -

came to an end. When we entered the town, it was in such distress that it needed seed -corn and money

advances; what place was this to take anything from? On these accounts, our men suffered great privation. -

We ourselves could give them nothing. Moreover they yearned for their homes and, by ones and twos,

set their faces for flight.20

All 904 - All 905 [19th August AD 1498 - 8th August AD 1499]

In AH 904 Babur made several plans to re -take Samarkand but was unable to muster an army

and had to be content with raiding the smaller cities in Farghana. In Zul Qada21 he ended" -

up by retaking Andijan, his old capital, which he had lost the previous year.

Babur married for the first time in Shaban22 AH 905. News also arrived that his mortal foe,

Shaibani, had captured Samarkand so Babur suspended his designs to re- conquer that city.

Numismatic Evidence
I am not aware of any coins or counter -stamps of Babur's dating from this period.

L218. 3/903

19. 7/903
20. BN, p.86
21. 11/904
22. 9/905
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All 906 [28th July AD 1500 to 17th July AD 1501]

Babur made another attempt on Samarkand while Shaibani was away on conquest, and
captured it by surprise. He remained master of Samarkand for 5 or 6 months.

In Shawwal 23 , Babur quit Samarkand to face Shaibani at the Sar- i -pul. He was defeated and
retreated to Samarkand which was in turn besieged and re- conquered by Shaibani. The siege lasted
3 or 4 months.

Numismatic Evidence & Comments
Both full legend coins and counter stamps dated AH 906 are known. These are on an

identical pattern to those of his immediately preceding Timurid relative, Sultan Ali Mirza. Of the
5 or 6 months of his rule over Samarkand, the later 3 to 4 months were taken up in combating
the siege of Samarkand by the Auzbegs. His coinage must therefore have been struck in the first
month or two, which accounts for their rarity.

ABI 907 [12th July AD 1501 to 7th July AD 1502]
The siege of Samarkand continued into this year and the forces and population faced severe

deprivations and deserted him 'in ones and twos'. Shaibani offered Babur terms of surrender and
Babur ultimately quit the city with his womenfolk.

In Zul Hajj24 , Babur went and stayed with his maternal uncle, the Khan, for the rest of the
year. It was sometime during this 'exile' that Babur first heard of Hindustan from an old lady, one
of whose relations had accompanied Amir Timur there.25

Numismatic Evidence
No coins dating from this year are known.

AH 908 [7th July AD 1502 to 26th June AD 150]
During this year Babur planned the recapture of his capital, Andijan, with the help of his

uncles, but was unsuccessful in this endeavour and had to return to them at Tashkent. Later in
the year, Shaibani attacked and conquered Tashkent and defeated the two Mongol Khans.

Numismatic Evidence
No dated coins known.

AH 909 [26th June AD 1503 to 14th June AD 1504]
Babur roamed the Farghana hills as a fugitive. In his memoirs, he calls this his 'throne -less

times.' His eldest maternal uncle, Sultan Ahmed died of a stroke this year, while the younger Khan
retired to Mughulistan.

Numismatic Evidence
No dated coins known.

23.9/906
24. 12/907
25. Erskine p. 161
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MK 910 [14th June AD 1504 to 4th June AD 1505 ]

In Muharram26 of this year, Babur proceeded towards Kabul - "where a Timurid might
claim to dispossess the Arghuns," then holding it since the death, in AH 907 of his paternal uncle
Aulugh Beg Mirza Kabuli. In the last days of Rabi 1127, Babur captured Kabul and its dependencies-;
including Ghazni, without a fight.

Due to lack of revenue, Babur imposed a contribution `in kind' from the inhabitants, which-
was unpopular. It was thus that in this year Babur led his first expedition into India, when he
crossed the Khyber, captured Kohat and Bannu and returned back to Kabul via Bangash in Zul
Hajj28. Considerable booty by way of grain and livestock was obtained.

It was also during this period that Babur's younger brother, Nasir Mirza, successfully capture(
Badakhshan where he ruled for `two to three years'. Babur reports that he invented the Baburi
Script during this period.

Numismatic Evidence
No dated coins known.

All 911 [4th June AD 1505 to 24th May AD 1506]

This was the year that Kabul experienced a devastating earthquake that caused widespread
misery to the inhabitants. Babur ordered restoration work to be undertaken by his begs and
soldiers. The town was restored in 20 days. Babur made his first attempt to capture Qandahar,
but had to give up due to illness and the earthquake. It was also during this period that he was
asked by his cousin, Sultan Husain Mirza Bai -qara, the Timurid ruler of Herat, to join him in forming
a confederacy against Shaibani. Babur accepted, but unfortunately Husain Mirza died, in Zul Hajj,-
before they could get together.

Numismatic Evidence
No dated coins known.

All 912 [24th May AD 1506 to 3th May AD 1507]

In Muharram29, Babur set out to oppose the Auzbeg. He joined up with Husain Mirza's two
sons, who were then joint rulers of Khurasan. He found the two `unwilling and unable' to take
on the Auzbegs, and set off back for Kabul in Shaban3o

Meanwhile Shaibani moved against Nasir Mirza in Badakhshan, but while having initially
repelled him, Nasir Mirza abandoned the city and sought refuge with Babur in Kabul, where he_.
was given Ghazni as a fief.

Numismatic Evidence
No dated coins known.

26. 1/910
27.4/910
28. 11/910
29. 1/912
30.8/9 12

9



All 913 [13th May AD 1507 to 2th May AD 1508]

Shaibani successfully invaded Khurasan, defeating the forces of the two Mirza brothers,whom he captured and beheaded. Herat thus fell into Auzbeg hands. [Late Muharram AH 913]
This was also the year that Babur " ordered that he be called Padshah ". With the deathof the two Mirzas Babur was the sole surviving autonomous prince of the Timurid Dynasty andmust have felt that his successes had earned him that title.

Meanwhile the Arghuns, ever afraid of Babur's designs, invited him to take over Qandahar.However they soon changed their mind, possibly on hearing that their ally, Shaibani, was alsoheading that way. This resulted in Babur laying a successful siege to the city, which was conqueredand added to Nasir Mirza's fief. In his memoirs he says the spoils of the city [of Qandahar] weremagnificently rich... ... to save counting, money and species were divided by weight.
No sooner had this event taken place, and while Babur was heading back to Kabul, Shaibaniattacked Qandahar. To avoid a prolonged action, Shaibani negotiated a settlement, whereby NasirMirza was spared in return for reinstating the Arghuns. Nasir Mirza left the city and went toGhazni.

The proximity and activities of the Auzbegs in his vicinity, led Babur to proceed to Hindustanin order to consolidate a position there. Thus Babur's second expedition to India started inJummadi 131 , but was cut short after a brief foray.

At his request, Mirza Owais Khan [a cousin], a relative of Shah Begum [Babur's maternalgreat aunt], was allowed to assume rule over Badakhshan, which had been without a ruler afterits abandonment by Nasir Mirza. Mirza Owais Khan was able to capture the principal city, Kila -i-Zafar, but the rest of that country remained in the control of the Auzbegs and other petty chieftains.The state of affairs in Kila- i-Zafar were said to be `very poor'. Mirza Haidar Dughlat followed MirzaOwais Khan to Kila- i -Zafar before being summoned to Kabul by Babur, in the autumn, he writesin his Tarikh- i- Rashidi:32

...that I arrived at Kila -i-Za far just eighteen days after the Khan's departure for Kabul. Mirza Khanwas living there in exceedingly straitened circumstances being without provision....When Mirza Khan gave me leave to go to Kabul, he tried his best to procure a colored garment forme, but was unable to find one (and was obliged to excuse himself ].
... at the beginning of the month of Rajab 1 left Kila- i -Zafar and the services of Mirza Khan, and turnedtowards Kabul, accompanied by a party of sixteen. We only had two horses with us, and so limited was our baggagethat I had nothing to lie on at night.

This statement is difficult to understand as Mirza Owais Khan was part of Babur's entourageat the siege of Qandahar in AH 913, where he led the right flank.33 Soon after the conquest, hewas given leave to go to Badakhshan. Like all the participants, and more so by virtue of being achieftain and cousin of the Emperor, he must have received a handsome share of the booty.
Numismatic Evidence

Some specimens are known where the mint name is illegible but clearly dated `933'. I believethat the date was wrongly inscribed and should be read as 913. This assertion is made do thebasis that having announced his intentions to be styled Padshah, and having recovered huge amountsof silver as booty from Qandahar, this was an appropriate time to commence an issue from Kabul.Note [Type -50] the early, crude Naksh calligraphy and the simple title of Padshah, testifying theall -round dearth of resources at Kabul at this time.

31.5/913
32. TR p227, 228. It may be noted that Mirza Haidar arrived in Kila- i -Zafar 18 days, after Khan Mirza, around Rabi I [springAH 913]. He writes that he was summoned to Babur's presence in Autumn of that year.33. BN p. 331, 334
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AH 914 [2nd May AD 1508 to 21st April AD 1509]

Sultan Mahmud Khan Chaghatai, Babur's younger maternal uncle who had retired to
Mughulistaq and had been recalled by Shaibani, was murdered at Shaibani's instructions along with

his five sons. The only event of significance during the year was the revolt of certain Mongol Chiefs

which was put down by Babur. He is stated to have fought and defeated, in consecutive hand -to-

hand combat, 5 different champions of the enemy.

Numismatic Evidence
No dated coins known.

AH 915 [21st April AD 1509 to 11th April AD 1510]

This year saw the beginning of hostilities between Shah Ismail Safawi and Muhammad Shaibani

Khan Auzbeg, news of which must have caused great joy in Kabul. After the defeat and death of

Shaibani at Merv in Shaban34, Qunduz was evacuated by the Auzbegs. In Shawwal35 Mirza Owais

Khan moved into Qunduz and sent back the news of the events to Babur. Babùr left Kabul and

spent some time there.

Numismatic Evidence
Dated coins of Badakhshan and Kabul are known for the year.

AH 916 [April 11, AD 1510 to March 31, AD 1511]

During his stay at Qunduz, Shah Ismail of Iran sent Babur's sister back [she had been

captured and kept by Shaibani after Babur's defeat at Samarkand in AH 906] and proffered friendship

which Babur accepted, sending Mirza Owais Khan as an envoy back to Ismail and seeking his

assistance in recovering Mawara -un -nahr.

Sultan Saeed Khan, a son of the younger Mongol Khaqan Sultan Mahmud, who was with

Babur in Kabul, asked for and was granted permission to take over Farghana. Babur, in his

autobiography says that he made him a `Khan'.36

With the death of the last of the elder Khans [maternal Uncles] in AH 914, and with his

appointment of Saeed Khan as the Khan of the Mongols, Babur seems to have assumed the

additional title of Khaqan, being the senior most male in the Chaghatai line. Coin evidence for this

is unfortunately lacking due to the non -availability of specimens with the title till AH 924 [see Type

I6]. It may be added that the period between AH 917 up to his return to Kabul was a period of

great turmoil that could not have given him time to mint coins.

Numismatic Evidence
No dated coins known

34. 8/915
35. 9/916
36. BN. 318



AK 917 [31st March AD 1511 to 19th March AD 1512]
Babur is reported to have proceeded to Hisar and defeating a strong Auzbeg army, capturedthe town. At his request, he was joined there by the Shah's troops. With the help of Ismail's forces,Babur re- conquered Samarkand, in Rajab37, 9 years having elapsed since the last conquest.

Numismatic Evidence
I have not come across any dated specimen for the year [or for AH 916] from any mint. Thisis understandable , as Babur was in no position to mint coins in his name considering his situation vis-a -vis Shah Ismail. There are certain countermarks that read simply `Zahir -uddin Muhammad Babur', andsome with an 'AdI Babur' countermark. It seems likely that these were struck during this year fromSamarkand.

While Persian historians generally claim that Shah Ismail had laid a pre- condition for his assistancethat Babur should read the Khutba and stamp coins in the Shah's name, there is no numismatic evidencethat Babur ever did so. This is further discussed in the chapter on vassalage coinage.

MI 918 [19th March AD 1512 to 9th March AD 1513]
In Safar AH 9I838 Babur was defeated by the Auzbegs at PuI -i- Malik. He returned to Samarkandand then fled immediately to Mirza Owais Khan's protection at Qunduz. He had ruled overSamarkand for about 8 months.

Numismatic Evidence
No dated coins known. However either or both the counter stamped coins discussed abovecould be of this year's mintage.

All 919 [9th March AD 1513 to 26th February AD 1514]

Babur lingered at Qunduz in the hope ofa change in circumstance. None occurred. In thisyear Balkh was recaptured for the Shah by Deo Sultan from the Auzbegs. It was then given by theShah to Muhammad-i -zaman Bai-qara as a fief. 39

Numismatic Evidence
No dated coins known.

37. 7/917
38. 2/918
39. BN p.364
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AK 920 [26th February AD 1514 to 15th February AD 1515]

After much hardship and suffering, Babur left Qunduz and returned to Kabul towards the
end of the year. Kabul was then held as a fief by his half -brother Nasir Mirza who welcomed him
back very warmly. Nasir retired to his fief in Ghazni.

Numismatic Evidence
No dated coins known

AH 921 [February 15th AD 1515 to 5th February AD 1516]

Nasir Mirza died shortly after his return to Ghazni. Except for a rebellion at Ghazni, possibly
for succession, no other information for the year is known. The rebellion was successfully put
down.

Numismatic Evidence
No coins known

All 922 [5th February AD 1516 to 24th January AD 1517]

No significant activity recorded.

Numismatic Evidence
No coins known.

All 923 [24th January AD 1517 to 3th January AD 1518]

Due to the shenanigans of Muhammad -i -zaman Mirza, son of Badi -uz -zaman Bai -gara at Balkh,
Babur laid siege to the city; Mohammad -i -zaman fled, was captured and brought to Babur at Kabul.
Babur treated him with kindness, married his daughter to him and sent him back to Balkh as its
governor. Babur is reported to have visited Balkh sometime during the year. Raids into Qandahar
took place which resulted in rich presents from Shah Beg, Argun to pacify him.4o

Numismatic Evidence
No coins known

40. Tariq -e- Sindh, Translated by Siddiqui p.I4
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AK 924 [13th January AD 1518 to 3rd January AD 1519]
Shah Hasan Arghun, son of Shah Beg Arghun then ruler of Qandahar quarreled with hisfather and sought protection with Babur. He stayed with Babur for two years during which timeBabur treated him with courtesy and consideration. Unfortunately records for the year are scanty,but certainly the `gifts' from the Qandahar and other campaigns must have resulted in sufficientresources to permit Babur to recommence a regular mintage of coins in his name from this yearonwards.

Numismatic Evidence
Dated coin from Balkh known. This coin is the first known to carry the al-Khaqan title inaddition to Padshah.

All 925 [3rd January AD 1519 to 23rd December AD 1519]
In Muharram of this year Babur undertook the siege of Bajaur where he was assisted byShah Hasan Arghun. From this year onwards Babur undertook several incursions into India. Healso dispatched an envoy to the Lodhi court at Delhi asking them to cede `countries which fromold had depended on the Turks'.

Numismatic Evidence
Dated but mint less variety known.

All 926 [2rd December AD 1519 to 12th December AD 1520]
Raids into India continued. Disturbances in Qandahar diverted Babur's attention and heresolved to deal with the Qandahar problem before further invasions into Hindustan. This yearMirza Owais Khan died, and Badakhshan was given to Humayun. Sometime during the year ShahHasan returned to Qandahar41

Numismatic Evidence
Dated Specimens unreported

Al 927 [12th December AD 1520 to 11t December AD 1521]
Year was spent in continued attacks on Qandahar. This forced Shah Beg Arghun to sue forpeace, the terms of which were that Babur would be given over the territory of Qandahar aftera year.42 Khwand-amir in his Qanun -i- Humayuni says that when Babur set off for Qandahar, he

left Humayun in charge of Kabul 43

Numismatic Evidence
Dated coins from Balkh known

41. Sind Under the Mughul p.25
42. Erskine, p. 355

3. Khawand - amir p. 24
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MI 928 [1st December AD 1521 to 20th November AD 1522]

Babur finally took over Qandahar in Shawwal AH 928 44 and gave it as a fief to Kamran. The Arghuns 1

moved into Sind with Thatta as their capital. Babur and his wife Mahim, Humayun's mother, visited

Badakhshan.

Numismatic Evidence
Dated specimens unreported.

All 929 [20th November AD 1522 to 10th November AD 153]

Court intrigues at Ibrahim Lodhi's capital resulted in several emissaries visiting Babur and
pleading for assistance against Ibrahim.

Numismatic Evidence
Dated specimens unreported.

All 930 [10th November AD 1523 to 27th October AD 1524]

In Shaban, Shah Shuja Beg Arghun died45 and was succeeded by his son Shah Hasan Arghun,

who read the Khutba for Babur46. Shah Hasan also drew closer links with Babur by marrying into
his nobility. Further raids into India resulted in the capture of Lahore and Sialkot, which were
henceforth garrisoned by Babur's men, though there were intermittent raids by the Afghans.

At about this time rumors of Babur coming to Hindustan were afloat. Shah Hasan Arghun
sent some presents with a letter to that king and he himself soon followed and received the honor

of his audience 47

Numismatic Evidence
Apart from the well known Thatta coins [see T- 115], there are two specimens in my

collection, where both the mint name and date are illegible, but the title `Sultan Al Adil' is used
for Babur, identical to that used in the undated Thatta issue, which was certainly under Shah Hasan

Arghun. This is discussed later.

AH 931 [29th October AD 1524 to 18th October AD 1525]

Skirmishes with and intrigues by the Lodhi nobility continued, with deals being made for
Babur to get Lahore and all territories west of it, in return for helping in the over throw of Ibrahim
Lodhi. However Babur had to turn his attention to Balkh which had come under attack by the
Auzbegs. His arrival raised the siege.

Numismatic Evidence
No dated coins reported.

44. I0/929. Sind under the Mughuls, p 27. Also through an inscription in the dome of the chamber, started by Babur. see BN
xxxiv.

45. BN p. 443
46. Sind under the Mughuls. p. 30
47. Sind under the Mughuls. p. 31
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AK 932 [18th October AD 1525 to 8th October AD 1526]

This year saw Babur undertaking his fifth and final invasion of India. Humayun and his troops
joined him from Badakhshan while Kamran was given nominal charge of Kabul. In Rajab48 he fought

1 and won the battle of Panipat against the forces of Ibrahim Lodhi and his supporters. Humayun
was dispatched to take over Agra while other Begs were to proceed to take over Delhi. On Friday
the 15th of Rajab [April 27th] the Khutba was read in Babur's name at Delhi.

Of the large booty captured from the Lodhi treasury, rich gifts were sent to Kabul, Samarkand
and other cities. Meanwhile Balkh finally fell to the Auzbegs. Humayun then volunteered to take
on the campaign in the East and left Agra in Zul Qada. Babur is reported to have encouraged Shah

1 Hasan Arghun to capture Multan, which he did, and which he handed over to Babur49 Meantime
Shah Hasan captured `precious jewels and huge amounts of cash ..,'50

Babur's views on the conquest of Hindustan were expressed by him thus:

From the year 910, when I obtained the principality of Kabul, up to the date of the events I now
record (i.e. the defeat of Sultan Ibrahim), I had never ceased to think of the conquest of Hindustan So

in 925 I left at the head of my army, and made a start by taking Bajaur ..... From this time to 932 I was
always actively concerned in the affairs of Hindustan....

Numismatic Evidence
No dated specimen reported.

All 933 [8th October AD 1526 to 27th September AD 1527]

In the earlier part of the year, Humayun captured Jaunpur. On the 9th of Jummadi 1151,
Babur left Agra to confront Rana Sanga. The battle of Kanwa was fought on the 13th of Jummadi
I152and resulted in Babur's victory. Around the end of Jummadi II Babur assumed the title of `Ghazi'.
Humayun was given leave to go to Kabul around 12th Rajab53. Tardi Beg was sent to Kamran with
money while playing cards were sent to Shah Hasan Arghun in Thatta. Babur was also reported
as `restoring the finances' etc. to a healthy state»

Numismatic Evidence
Several dated specimens known.

All 934 [27th 6eptember AD 1527 to 15th September AD 1528]

Laknur was captured but had to be abandoned in Jummadi I to the Afghans. It was re- conquered
on the 29th of Jummadi II.

Numismatic Evidence
Several dated specimens known.

r

. 7/932
9. Erskine p. 456
0. Tarilch-i-Sind, Siddiqi, p.68
1.5/933
2.6/933
3.7/933
4. Erskine p. 451
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All 935 [15th September AD 1528 to 5th 6eptember AD 1529]

Capture of Chanderi, the citadel of Medini Rai, principal lieutenant of Rana Sanga in earlyJummadi

L Humayun was reported to have proceeded to Badakhshan from Kabul and is then reported to have

left that city in Zul Hajj55 for Kabul on his way to India. The Afghans are reported to have again besieged

and taken'Laknur in Ramzan. Babur appointed Mohammad -i -zaman Mirza, the son of Badi- uz -zaman

Mirza, who had lately been expelled from Balkh, as governor of Jaunpur.58

Numismatic Evidence
Several dated specimens known

All 936 [5th September AD 1529 to 25th August AD 1530]

Due to missing sections of his autobiography from very early AH 936 till his death on 6th.

Jummadi I AH 937 [December 20th. AD 1 530] very little is known of the events of this period even

from contemporary sources. The best, though scanty, is Haidar Dughlat's Tarikh -i-Rashidi and Ahmad-

i-yadgar's Tarikh -i- salatin -i- afghania.

Humayun is reported to have left his post in Badakhshan and arrived in Agra in early AH 936,

having sent Hindal to Badakhshan. Babur nominated Mirza Sulaiman Shah, son of Mirza Owais Khan,

to take over Badakhshan, asking Hindal to return to India. Immediately after these events , Babur is

reported to have spent the greater part of a year in travels to the east and west of Delhi. He is reported

to have quelled sedition in Lahore and while there made overtures to prevent Sultan Saeed Khan's

design on Badakhshan, leaving the city in Rajab57. Thereafter he fought refractory Rajputs around Sirhind

and is reported as having dispatched an expedition into Kashmir. He is also reported to have spent a

couple of months in hunting around Delhi.

Numismatic Evidence
Dated issues for the year are known.

All 937 [25th August AD 1530 to 29th December AD 1530]

It is surmised that he re- entered Agra during early AH 937 and'soon thereafter fell ill. He died

of his illness on 6th Jummadi I AH 93758 [December 20th. AD 1530], before his 48th birthday.

Numismatic Evidence
Coins minted during the year are known.

55. Briggs Ferishta, Vol II.
56. 12/935
57.7/936
58.5/937
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Lnapter

---------------------------------------------------------- - - - - --

Commentary

General.

This monograph covers perhaps over 95% of the extant coin varieties of Babur, currently in

the cabinets of the major museums, private collections and trade, and discussed in an array of

articles and publications. It is therefore assumed that the integrity of the database is sufficiently

established so as to draw statistically correct conclusions. The main approach has been through

a die study of both the obverse and reverse, complemented by the epigraphy, titles employed,

and physical factors such as weight etc.

What comes to immediate notice are:
The paucity of mintage from Central Asian mints, excluding Kabul, as reflected by the

limited number of coins in the collections and the number of dies employed in their stamping.

The possible centralized die making at the Imperial Headquarters at Kabul, which were

then dispatched and struck at other cities. Perhaps even the possibility of striking coins in

the name of other cities at Kabul for eventual despatch and distribution at those cities. Die

linkage study, for example, indicates that issues from Agra, Jaunpur and Urdu were minted

at one location - perhaps at Agra itself or at Kabul.
The exceptionally large number of dies employed to strike mintless and mintless /dateless

varieties post AH 930. Epigraphically and typologically these are all Kabul issues.

The large varieties of counter -strikes with Babur's name alone or with the simple 'Ad

Babur.'
The total absence of any of Babur's counter strike on Safawi coins.

These aspects are discussed further below. A later section summarizes the die analysis and

draws some conclusions from die -linkage.

1. Limited Mintage at Central Asian Mints.

Die studies of the extant coinage of Badakhshan, Balkh, Ghazni,'Qunduz, and Samarkand show

that the number of obverse dies [defined as the side bearing the Imperial name and titles] is in

most cases one. The number of reverse dies noted is approximately twice the obverse. I venture

to suggest here that the main reason for these limited issues was the transient nature of conquest,

paucity of funds and the absence of attention on virtually all matters connected with finance or

the economy. Considering Mirza Haidar Dughlat's statement on the extreme paucity of resources

at Badakhshan around AH 913, the presence of not an insignificant number of 915 dated specimens

bearing that city's name is strongly indicative of the issue having been minted at some other city,

probably Kabul.



.. aiiLeu uie cucring anaior mintage.

From the late AH 920s onwards the epigraphy, titles and cartouche /lozenge design seem to
have become fairly standardized. [See Badakhshan Type 03, Type 04, Balkh Type 18, Ghazni Type
20, Kabul Type 27 and Qunduz Type 55 etc]. It is interesting to note that around the period that
dated coins emanated from these mint cities, they were under the control of Timurid Princes -
Humayun at Badakhshan and Qunduz; Mohammad- i -Zaman Mirza at Balkh; Ghazni and Kabul under
Imperial governance.

A proliferation of mintage during this post late 920s was possibly due to the steady increase
of revenues to the Imperial Treasuries from the captured Indian Territories. Centralized die cutting
and possible standardization of legend arrangement were experimented with as seen from the
typographical similarity of dateless Kabul issues (Type 35), dateless /mintless issues (Type 75) and
the issues from the Indian mints. (Type I 00 thru Type 108, excluding 107). Also of significance is

the lack of an AH 936 or AH 937 specimen from the Central Asian mints, except for an enigmatic
coin of AH 936 of Kabul in the Lahore Museum. The requirements of the Central Asian territories
from AH 936 onwards were obviously being met by the date less /mint less Badshah Ghazi issues
from Kabul.

3. Proliferation of the mintless and or dateless coinage.

During his various invasions of India up to the final conquest of the throne from Ibrahim
Lodhi, and the continuous forays into Qandahar, Babur must have needed species to pay his
accompanying troops. During this very period he did not have a clear hold of any significant city
and at the high state of war, he could not have set up a `Camp' mint. The Imperial mint at Kabul
was therefore entrusted with minting a series of coinage which would be current tender both in
the Central Asian lands and the newly conquered Indian territories. Silver for this minting must
have come from the raided Indian territories. This is further attested by the fact that the number
of extant dies that are dated and have a mint name on them during the post AH 930 period is
limited, even for Kabul. It is suggested that to meet this requirement of species and at the same
time maintain the allusion of successful conquest over additional territories, Babur introduced first
the mintless variety and later the mintless /dateless one. This is borne by the presence of significant
number of the `Badshah' variety of coins and subsequently of the `Badshah Ghazi' one, post the
battle of Panipat in mid AH 933.

Copper

j There seems to be some uncertainty on attributing Copper Coinage. H. Nelson Wright [Indian
Museum Catalogue] and CJ. Brown [Lucknow Museum Catalogue], attribute all 937 dated coins
to Humayun. Stanley Lane Poole [British Museum Catalogue] does not attribute the copper issues
to either of Babur or Humayun but lists them under `Early Local Copper Issues'. CJ. Brown lists
two specimens of AH 937 to Babur, as does Valentine. This subject is further discussed in a later

j section dealing with re- attribution.
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time and were thus well established. This is further borne out by the fact that under Humayun

the process of minting in copper was further accelerated as seen from the large number of

specimens in this metal from several mints. See also below under economy and coin circulation.

Evolutidn of Legends

Babur assumed the kingship of his father's territories during very troubled times. His uncles

were poised to attack for slights done to them by his father. The resources of the kingdom were

limited. No coinage can therefore be assumed to have been struck during these earlier years. The

first coin known to me that can be dated with certainty is an issue from Samarkand in AH 903

where he styles himself:

..L.)11w1 fA,14.2-101

Al-Sultan Al A.zam Zahír-uádin
1.1 ;- Muhammad Sultan Bahadur ZChan

Dating of this dateless variety has been possible due to the specimen

reproduced above in the collection of the Hermitage museum59, which

bears a counter stamp of Sultan Ali Mirza, dated AH 904.

Several counter stamped coins dated AH 903 known. These are
coins of the other Timurid rulers, part of his extended family, on which he

counter -stamped his legend.

AclrZahír- uddïín surtan Muhammad Bahacrur

What is interesting to note is that Babur, in the full legend version, follows the style and

titles of his contemporary Timurid relatives and uses `Al- Sultan Al- Azam', `Bahadur' and `Khan',

while on the counter -stamps, he drops `Khan' and, curiously, does not call himself `Babur' on any

of his issues of this period. It seems that the nick name of `Babur' given to him by his Mughul

relatives was not considered of enough significance to be used in an `official' pronouncement of

his name and titles at this early stage of his life.

59. Hermitage Museum Inventory Number 31217.
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On his second conquest of Samarkand in AH 906, his full coin legend read:

Al- Sultan A.l -Azam Zahir -uddín Sultan
Muhammad Babur Bahadur

Where, in addition to the earlier Timurid titles, omitting `Khan', he adds
Babur'.

During this same period, his concurrent counter -stamped issues read:

..- l)2.l..W W 1-)4'; L) v..c.

I.d l Zahír-ucldin Sultan MuhammadBaóur Bahad ur

The appearance, at this late date, of the word ` Babur' in the legend is perhaps an attempt
to 're- freshen' his links with his maternal family, the powerful Mughul Khans, who had given him
this nickname. In his autobiographical account for the year AH 900 he wrote:

It crossed my mind that since the distance was slight and the Khan was like my father and elder brother,
if I were to patch up our past differences, it would have excellent propagandistic value. So saying I went
to pay homage to the Khan in the garden built by Haidar Beg, outside Shahrukhiya.60

In AH 908 his maternal uncles, the Mughul Khans were killed. In AH 911 Sultan Husain Bai-
qara, the senior most Timurid prince died and in AH 913 Husain's two sons were also killed by
the Shaibanids, leaving Babur as the sole prince of the Timurid Clan, and the senior most prince
of the Mughul. He writes in his memoir that from AH 913 onwards he ordered that he be addressed
`Padshah'.

His earliest known coins carrying the 'Padshah' title are dated `933' -a die
engraving error for 913. Mint not legible but certainly Kabul. Here he is
simply:

o l.úJ ).. 0.,4.0%4 4.
Zahir-uddn Muhammad Baóur Padshah

Thackston p. 66. This event took place around Shawwal [AH 9/900; June AD 1495]
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The next known emissions that I have come across are dated AH

915 and are from Kabul [mint, not legible] and Badakhshan:

Here 'Azam' is added to `Padshah'

o lL J V V

Zahír-uddin Muhammad-Baóur Pad-e-Azam

While Badakhshan omits Padshah and continues with the 'Bahadur' epithet:

AC-Sultan al-A.zam Zahir-uc;(cín
Muhammad Ba6ur

a.:
I.4. ...

In AH 916, Babur wrote:

At that time I trusted those old family servants to that same Sultan Saeed Khan, gave him a force, made

him a Khan and sped him forth.

Sultan Saeed Khan Chaghatai left for Andijan in Safar AH 917 Annette writes:

Babur's phrase 'I made him Khan' recalls his earlier mention of what seems to be the same -

appointment made by Abu-Saeed of Yunas as Khan of the Mughul; in each case the meaning seems

to be that the Timurid Mirza made the Chaghatai Khan, Khaqan of the Mughuls.

The relationship of the Mughul Khaqan and the Timurid Princes is best explained by Mirza

Haidar Dughlat:

Sultan Abu -Saeed [Miran- shahil sent for Yunas Khan [Chaghataij from Iraq ...They made many compacts _

and agreements... Sultan Abu -Saeed said to `tunas Khan: in Amir Timur's first expedition, his generals

would not obey him as they should have done. Now, if he had ordered them all to be put to death, he

would but have weakened his own power. The generals said to him: you should appoint a Khan, whom _

we must obey. So Amir Timur appointed Suyurghatmish Khan over them and the generals submitted to

the Khan. Al! f rmans were issued in this Khan's name, but Amir Timur kept careful watch over him.
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After his death, his son Sultan Mahmud Khan was appointed in his stead. But from the reign of Amir
Timur down to the time of Mirza Aulugh Beg, the power of these Khans was only nominal; and in my
own time the Khans have generally been prisoners in Samarkand. Since I have ascended the throne, my
power is so absolute that 1 have no need of a Khan; so now 1 have divested you of the garments of poverty
and, having clothed you in princely robes, am sending you back to your native country on the following
condition: For the future you must not follow the example of your ancestors and say `Amin Timur and the
race of Amir Timur are our vassals, and have been for generations,' For although it was formerly so, things
have changed now, and I am Padshah in my own right; thus, now if you are going to be my vassal, you
must bear the name of `servitor' and do away with the name of friend'... .

At some stage after AH 916, Babur assumed the Mongol titles of Khaqan Al-
Mukarram. The earliest dated specimen that I have come across is from
Balkh, AH 924.

o l.w J V.?? 4

Al-Sultan A.l-Azam wa 7Cha an A.l-Mukarram Zahir-
mkt-in Mu hammaBaóur Pad s ha h

Specimens where the AI- Sultan al -Azam was omitted were also seen -
probably emissions from Kabul:

Zahír- uc[clín Muhammad Baóur Padshah -e- Azam
wa ¶Chaggan 7t.l- Mukarram

Finally, after the conquest over Rana Sanga in AH 933, he assumed the title
of Ghazi and his coin legend became:

(tv.,lazI

01_,áJ4y4
Al-Sultan Al-Azam wa 7Chagan Al-Mukarram Zahir-

ui can ín MuhammacfBabur Paclshah g hazí
Which legend continued till his death in AH 937.
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While it is seen that there was a fairly rigid application of his assumed titles on coin legends

issued from the Royal mint at Kabul, it may be noted that the mintage of the outlying mints

exhibited important variations. It is highly unlikely that these deviations were in contravention of

instructions,
especially if they were in fact minted at Kabul. One can only speculate that for such

outlying mints the epigraphy followed was in continuation of the earlier Timurid coins from those

mints so that they could be better recognized and accepted.

It is also interesting to note coins of unusual layouts and use of legends as at Qandahar and

Kabul:

Qandahar. It may be recalled that:
Kamran was at Qandahar, where he was sent a gift of 3 lakhs from the treasury and

the news of Babur's victory, in Shaban 933.

Qandahar was not known to be a mint city and there is only one known emission

porting the mint name and date from that city. k is therefore surmised that when

Kamran received news of the great victory of his father and the gift in species, he

issued a Commemorative coin to mark the occasion.

ol..ú,J9(.10.,0 jql

A6u AC-gCCazí Zahir-uciclín qvl.uhammacCBaóur
Paclshali

The 'Abu') Ghazi title was first used by Husain Bai -qara on his coins6i.This unique title given

to Babur could possibly be explained by the fact that Qandahar was earlier under Husain Bai- qara's

vassalage and the die masters of Herat had migrated to Babur's territories due to Shah Ismail's

control over that city and were thus available to Kamran and enabled him to issue this commemorative

coin. It may be noted that Kamran /his die masters did not use the Al- Sultan Al -Azam wa Al-

Khaqan Mukarram titles. This is of significance, in as much as it is indicative of a possible 'flexible'

approach in use of coin legends and titles by the outlying mints, even at this late stage.

Kabul
Recall that Kabul was left in nominal charge of Kamran at the time that Babur invaded

Hindustan for the 5th and last time. However Kamran seems to have

preferred residence in Qandahar.

61. Catalogue of Oriental Coins in the B.M., Vol VII, p xooci.
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tsaour's victory over Rana Sanga took place on the 13th of Jummadi II AH 933
[the 6th month of that year]; a fath -nama was written immediately after the battle
and was dispatched to Kabul [and possibly to Qandahar] around Rajab 9th62.
However Kamran does not seem to have issued any Commemorative coins from
Kabul and in fact all the known, dated emissions from that city for AH 933 do
not use the title ` Ghazi', indicative of the fact that they were minted during the
first half of the year.

Humayun was given permission to return to Badakhshan, via Kabul,`as it was empty
of troops'63. Up to mid -Shaban Humayun is still found to be lingering in Hindustan
as Babur reports that on his way to Badakhshan, he stopped at Delhi and took
some treasures without his [Babur's] permission. He thereafter travelled to his
fief at Sambhal,ó4 before setting off for Kabul. He would therefore have reached
Badakhshan either towards the end of the year or even the beginning of AH 934.
In any case there was insufficient time for him to have organized the issue of a
Commemorative coin. There are, however, several specimens of an unusual design
issued from Badakhshan, but undated, which give Babur the title of 'al-Ghazi':

.)74.41 r.)-(4J1 rt,laan
L.14%)

AC-Sultan AG-Azam wa Whacian Al-Nukarram Zahír-
udclín 2V1uhammad Baóur Padshah aC- ghazí

In summary then, the legends on Babur's coins seem to have followed a pattern where the`Bahadur' title was preferred over the ` Badshah' title at all of the Central Asian mints except atKabul, in spite of Babur's orders `that people should style me as Padshah'. In fact even the Arghuns
at Thatta styled him Sultan al -Adil, wa Khaqan Al- Mukarram; not employing `Bahadur' or ` Padshah'.

62. BN p. 574
63. BN p. 579
64. BN p. 587
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In order to simplify matters and avoid repetitions, I reproduce below the Legends found

on Babur's coins:

Name with or without title

L- JJ 4 l u LQ I J
1.1 Zahir -uddin Muhammad Sultan Bahadur Khan

('JJ4.)Ó l?V)"ae,o )l2.L.44 ß.)-1W1

1.2 Zahir -uddin Sultan Muhammad [Babur?] [Bahadur ?]

,))4 1? v.,o,o .L.A j.71

1.3 Zahir -uddin Muhammad Babur Bahadur

s)-4;
1.4 Zahir-uddin Muhammad Babur

o L.414%J L?.J?4 a,o..0,4 :y o,J1
1.5 Zahir-uddin Muhammad Babur Badshah

`...5Ju oL.ú,JVyVJ..o-.a ,L)4.L
1.6 Zahir -uddin Muhammad Babur Badshah Ghazi

SJ LÇ yV
1.7 Zahir-uddin Muhammad Babur Ghazi

j I y vJ l

1.8 Zahir-uddin Muhammad Babur AI-Ghazi

Catalogue Type Number

45

46

01, 02,

03, 04,
27;28,
65, 68,

16, 17,

05, 09,
71, 72,
80, 81,

16, 07, 08,

11, 13, 14,
40, 41, 50,
115, 116.

23, 26, 60,

12, 29, 33,
73, 74, 75,
82, 83, 84,

18, 19, 20, 25,
51, 52, 53, 64,

61, 62, 63, 66,

35, 55, 56, 70,
76, 77, 78, 79,
100, 101, 110,

67.

1 II,I12,I13,

10

30, 31,32

1.9 Zahir -uddin Muhammad Babur Badshah Abu Al -Ghazi 38

27

114, 117.



ol. úJl)
2.1 Badshah

cl ol.wJ
2.2 Badshah-e-Azam

rs).(4JI j oLdtJ9

2.3 Badshah-e-Azam wa Khaqan al-Mukarram

I l,t2.1.443I

2.4 AI-Sultan al-Azam

j0J01 _:.)Qat-4 I

2.5 AI-Sultan al-Adil

f.(4,J1 .9 fo,ti501

2.6 AI-Sultan al-Azam wa Khaqan al-Mukarram

3. Benedictory Phrases

3.1 KhuledahKhuledah Allah Taalah

li lQ.l.44

3.2 Khuledah Allah Taalah Mulkahu wa Sultanahu

W

di l,Ízl.. dl.o 4.1.7
3.3 Khuledah Allah Mulkahu wa Sultanahu

..al.aluguC r ype IVurrlUer

50, 51, 64, 65.

I I ?, 18, 20, 25, 27, 28.

28, 52.

01, 02, 06, 07, 08, 13, 14, 19, 33, 45,
46, 53.

115,116.

03, 04, 05, 09, 10, 12, 16, 17, 26, 29,
30, 31, 32, 35, 40, 41, 55, 56, 60, 61,
62, 63, 66, 67, 68, 70,71, 72, 73, 74,
75?, 76?, 77, 78, 79?, 80?, 81?, 82?, 83?,
84?, l 00, 101, 1 l 0, III, 112, 113,114,
I I7.

68

01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, 10,
I 1?, 12, 13, 14, 18, 19, 20, 26?, 27?, 28,
29?, 40, 41, 45, 46, 52, 53?, 55, 56, 60,
61, 62, 63, 66?, 70, 71?, 72, 73, 74, 75,
76?, 77?, 78, 79?, 80, 81?, 82?, 83?, 84.

16, 17, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35 50, 51, 53?,
64, 65, 67, 100, 101, 110, III, 112,
113, 114, 115, 116, 117.

,9 o J..,o 1 .l c 9 di l ,9 4.(lA
3.4 Khuledah Allah Mulkahu wa Sultanahu wa Ala Amrahu wa Shanahu 38

d411.«, ,9 tLc c7 W d 1 0..l?
3.5 Khuledah Allah Taalah Mulkahu

28
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Translations:
AI- Sultan al -Azam
Khaqan al- Mukarram
Khuledah Allah
Taalah
Mulkahu
Sultanahu
Ala
Amrahu
Shanahu
Thus 3.4 above would translate:
May Allah perpetuate his kingdom and reign and exalt his writ and prestige.

The Great Sultan
The revered Emperor
May Allah Perpetuate
Exalted
Kingdom
Reign
Exalt
Writ
Prestige

Economy Coin Circulation

It may be of interest to first address the question of the exchange rate of Babur's coinage

with that immediately preceding his conquest of India, the Sikandari Tanka of the Lodhis:-
H.N.Wrightó5, based on his studies, aptly establishes that

The current coin during the reign of both Sikander_Lodhi and Ibrahim Lodhi was the
Sikandari, also known as a Sikandari Tanka.
It remained in circulation for almost 30 years. Edward Thomasó6 informs us
.... the Sikandari Tanka, 20 of which equalled one Rupee.
Under the written evidence of contemporary and other authors, the authoritative value
of the Sikandari is equally well established in its full identity. Babur, in his memoirs, advert
to his own gift to his son Humayun, on the occasion of the distribution of the accumulated
treasures of the Lodhis as amounting to 70 Lakhs; Wright concludes that this sum must
be in Lodhi currency and relying on Khwandmir, states [he] more explicitly designates thE

gift as being of Sikandari Tankas'.

Considering that during the greater part of his 37 odd years as an off -and -on monarch, he

was in continuous warfare either against surrounding principalities or refractory tribes, it is not
surprising that Babur paid little, if any, attention on matters of trade or finances. His fortune -
vacillated with his defeats and the conditions within the conquered territories at the time of his

temporary conquests. After the first conquest of Samarkand in AH 903 he writes

... In any case however, what could have been taken from districts so longsubjected to raid and rapine?

The booty our men had taken, such as it was, came to an end. When we entered the town, it was in sud

distress that it needed seed -corn and money advances; what place is this to take anything from? On these -

accounts our men suffered great privation. We ourselves could give them nothingó7.

65. The Sultans of Delhi ...p.257 - 262.
66. The Pathan Kings of Delhi, I87I .
67. BN p. 86
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Ntter the conquest of Kabul in AI-I ' I u ne writes:

The revenues of Kabul, whether from the cultivated lands or from tolls (tamgha) or from dwelle
in the open country, amount to 8 lakhs of Shahrukhis 68

Many clans and hordes had come from Samarkand, Hissar and Qunduz into the Kabul count
Kabul is a small country; it is also of the sword, not the pen; to take in money from it for all the
tribesmen was impossible. It therefore seemed advisable to take in grain, provision for the famili
of these clans so that their men could ride on forays with the army. Accordingly it was decided
levy 30,000 ass loads of grain on Kabul, Ghazni and their dependencies; we knew nothing at th
time about the harvests and incomings; the impost was excessive, and under it the country suffer(
very grievously.

And in India in AH 933, Babur writes:

Dependent on me were the countries of Badakhshan, Qunduz, Kabul and Qandahar, but r
reckonable profit came from them, rather it was necessary to reinforce them fully because sever
lie close to an enemy 70.

The revenues from India therefore formed the principal support funds for his Centr
Asian territories. Obviously throughout his reign he remained under financial pressure. His plunde
from the time of the conquest of Kabul up to the time of his victory over Ibrahim Lodi consist(
of grain and livestock; little specie. The only significant exception was the rich booty he captur(
from Qandahar after its conquest in AH 913. This he distributed exceptionally liberally, as w.
his nature, to his comrades -in -arms and the citizenry of his dependent territorie

Babur wrote that when in Safar AH 925. he conquered Bhira, he imposed on them ..mon
and goods to the value of 4 Iakhs of Shahrukhis,71' and that he received his first tribute of 3(
Shahrukhis.72 He writes further that when he re- entered Afghanistan, he `bestowed 100 misgz
of silver' ...73 to the chiefs of the Dilazak Afghans. He tells us that after the conquest
Swat he imposed a Kharaj of 4000 loads of rice74. Prior to the battle with the Lodhis, Babur repor
that he received `gold Ashrafis and Tankas to the value of 20,000 Shahrukhis' from the revenu
of Lahore75, which were despatched to Balkh. Later on his conquest of Milwat [Malot] he gather(
further booty which he sent onwards to Kabul. After the victory at Panipat, Babur came into gre
treasure and again distributed it lavishly to his family, friends, followers and citizenry76.

All these events testify to the fact that Babur's extended Central Asian /Indian kingdo
functioned as a quasi barter society until the defeat of the Lodhis. This is also witnessed by ti
near total absence of dated coinage between AH 91 I and mid AH 920s and the limited varieti
of dies from which coins were struck pre AH 932. His fortunes changed after the conquest
India, when he writes often about the large quantities of `red, white and black tankas' he receiv(
in tribute or was gifted. Analysing the prolific `mintless' and `dateless' coinage, one cannot fail
notice the greater abundance and varieties of the post -Rana Sanga conquest [AH 933 when I

has assumed the title of `Ghazi'] to the pre conquest issues where he is simply `Badashah -i -Azan
indicative of the stepped up activities of his mints due to fresh large resources available as tribut
from conquered Indian territories.

Reviewing the specific situation prevailing in India during his rule, between AH 932 to A
937, his autobiography is silent on the economic conditions in this newly conquered territory. I-
does talk about his difficulties with the natives:

68. BN p. 221
69. Tax is taken by force, not paid on a written assessment
70. BN p. 480
71. BN p. 478/479
72. BN p. 379
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74. BN p. 347
75. BN p. 446
76. BN p. 552



uc1.wecn as people andmine, the peasantry and soldiers running away in fear of our men 77.....
It was the hot season when we came to Agra. All the inhabitants had run away in terror.Neither grain for ourselves nor corn for our horses had to be had. The villages, out of hostility and,hatred to us had taken to thieving and high -way robbery; there was no moving on the roads 78.

Pre -AH 932, the economy ran on the billon currency introduced by the Lodhis, the billonTanka [so called black Tanka, and commonly styled the Sikandari - after Sikander Lodhi son ofBahlol Lodhi.] This specie had circulated for over 70 years. Though gold [so called red tanka] ancsilver [the white tanka] hoarded by the state and local chieftains, having come into the Lodhi fold-either as transaction currency for inland trade or as tribute from subjugated rajas and raids intoadjoining territories, the species in use remained the Sikandari, as can be inferred by Babur'srevenue list where he lists his taxes in [black] Tankas.

To the local population, accustomed to dealing with Sikandaris, the Shahrukhis were astrange species of an unheard of and unknown standard without a set exchange rate. This is borne-out by the fact that there have been extremely limited finds of Shahrukhis in present day India.During the past 100 years or so the principal finds of Shahrukhis have been in Afghanistan andto a lesser extent, Pakistan. Further, as various authorities point out and as seen in the extantcoinage of the Lodhis, the amount of Sikandaris in circulation was very large indeed. WritesWright79 `Ibrahim continued the Tankas of his predecessors...... the enormous number of Tankas struckby Sikander in circulation .....' Recall Babur's comments on the problems he and his troops facedvis-à-vis the natives, which is yet another cause for aversion by the natives to deal in the conqueror'scoins'

To the large body of Central Asian soldiers, keen to dispatch their earnings to their families,the Shahrukhis seemed the logical requirement. At some stage the soldiers must have been partlypaid in black tankas for their daily needs in the Indian Territories. Thomas states that20 Sikandaris went to the Rupee, and since two and a half Shahrukhis also went for a Rupee, theShahrukhi was equal to 8 Sikandaris.

The currency of circulation can also be inferred despite Babur mentioning specie in terms 1of figures alone80. In several instances, Babur, reckons the tribute etc he receivedor money he gave in terms of `Tankas'81, which in the Lodhi territories he conquered could notbut be the ` Sikandaris' current in the country. In a rare departure from the flow of his autobiography,Babur writes about his revenues from the conquered territories which he gives at 52 crore[520,000,000] Tankas82. A careful read of the passage indicates that Babur in writing about the 1first tributary state says "Tirhut from Raja Rup-Narain's tribute, silver -2 lakhs 55,000 silver Tankas 1and 27 lakhs 50,000 black Tankas83. For all other tributary states he reports revenues in termsof Tankas, without qualification. Furthermore since the revenue list was an inheritance from the 1Lodhi epoch, it is quite certain that the currency in circulation during Babur's 4 year reign remainedthe Sikandari. Perhaps the most significant passage is from Abu'I Fazil, who wrote:
...29th Rajab, he began to examine and distribute the treasures and hoards, the collection of manykings. He gave his majesty Jahanbani [Humayun], 70 lakhs of Sikandari Tankas...
Note that in the Babur-nama the passage reads `To Humayun was given 70 lakhs....' Abu'IFazl was more precise in calling the currency Sikandari Tankas as he was intimately involved inthe subject of currency which he covered extensively in his Ain -i- Akbari.

77. BN p. 523
78. BN p. 526
79. Sultans of Delhi, their Coinage and Metallurgy, p.262
80. BN p. 459, 478, 520, 522, 525, 527, 537, 539, 540, 576,

577, 578, 579, 582, 583, 598, 612, 613, 629, 662, 676, 677,
679, 683, 685, 689

81. BN p. 527, 631, 650, 688
82. BN p. 520
83. BN p. 521
84. Abu'I Fazl, Akbar Nama, H. Beveridge translation, p. 248

.



The AH 936/937 striking of a copper fulus in India, while continuing with the Silver Shahrukhi
for his Central Asian needs, may well have been an attempt by Babur to introduce a bi- metallic
system of his own, a vision that he could not realize due to his untimely death.

Having briefly discussed the currency in circulation, it would be interesting to get a glimpse
of the state of the economy and commercial life in the conquered territories during Babur's reign.
Unfortunately neither the extant autobiography nor contemporary work shed any direct light on
the subject. What little is known must be inferred by his largess in gifting away the state treasures
and his admission:

( Safar AH 935) ...by this time the treasure of Sikander and Ibrahim in Delhi and Agra was at
an end. Royal orders were given therefore on Thursday 8th Safar that each stipendiary should drop
into the Divan, 30 in every I 00 of his allowance, to be used for war material and appliances, for
equipment, for powder and for the pay of gunners and matchlock men. 85

There was a method in the madness of giving away all conquered treasures. Writes Hasan
Askari 86 :

But the lavishness of the grants and rewards, gifts and presents had a purpose and the generosity
of the Qalander Padshah had a meaning. Besides name and fame, it brought in new recruits, won
over the wavering and hesitant ones. Many of the Afghan Amirs being given large grants defected
from their master to the foreign intruder.

So much from the Babur -nama. To understand the state of the economy, inferences need
also be made from conditions prevalent immediately preceding Babur's invasion [i.e. the Lodhi
period] and that prevailing in the major non -Mughul power in India at that time - especially the
Bengal, Kashmir, Gujarat Sultanates.

Of the Lodhi Period we have an extract from the Tarikh -i -Daudi of Abdullah87 :

One of the most extraordinary phenomena of Sultan Ibrahim's time was that corn, clothes and
every kind of merchandise were cheaper than they had ever been known to be in any other reign,
except perhaps in the time of Sultan Allauddin Khalji; but even that is doubtful. Moreover, in the
time of the latter, the cheapness was occasioned by every kind of disgusting interference and
oppression and by a hundred thousand enforcements and punishments; whereas the cheapness
of this reign was occasioned by abundant harvests. In the time of Sikander, also, the markets were
very cheap, but still not so much as in the time of Ibrahim. Ten mans of corn could be purchased
for one Bahloli; five sirs of clarified butter, and ten yards of cloth, could be purchased for the same
coin. Everything else was in the same exuberance; the reason of all which was, that rain fell in the
exact quantity which was needed, and the crops were consequently luxuriant, and produce increased
ten -fold beyond the usual proportion. The sultan had likewise issued an edict that his chiefs and
nobles of every degree should take nothing but corn in payment of rent, and no money was to be
taken from the cultivators on any account. The consequence was that countless quantities of grain
accumulated in the several jagirs, and as ready money only was necessary for maintaining the
personal expenses of the nobles, they were eager to sell their grain at any price which was procurable.

85. BN p. 617
86. Tabaqat -i- Baburi, p. xviii, xix.
87. Elliot & Dawson, Vol 4. p. 476
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Bahloli. Gold and silver were only procurable with the greatest difficulty. A respectable man with
a family dependent on him might obtain wages at the rate of 5 tankas a month. A horseman
received from twenty to thirty as his monthly pay. If a traveller wished to proceed from Delhi to
Agra, one Bahloli would, with the greatest ease, suffice for the expenses of himself, his horse and
escort

The prosperity in Bengal was equally good. Syed Ejaz Hussein88 quoting Ibn Batuta's account
when he visited Bengal in AD 1 345, says that Rice was 8 maunds to the silver tanka, clarified butter
28 seers per tanka and cotton 7 yards per tanka. Hussein further quotes Riyaz (?) who, writing _
on the governorship of Shaista Khan (AD 1664 -78), says that 8 maunds of rice
could be had for a silver Tanka. From this Riyaz concludes the stability of the prices for the staple
food grain of Bengal for a period in excess of three centuries. -
Gujarat too enjoyed prosperity. As Ad- Dabir89 writing about the maritime trade in Gujarat tells
us:

The port of Div was never without merchants...... More than one hundred ships sailed from it
throughout the year. The shore had more than one thousand importers and exporters. (Travelling boats
were more than one thousand).

From the extracts reproduced above, it can be inferred that while a disruption must have
occurred due to Babur's invasion and the downfall of the Lodhi Empire, the country must have -
remained prosperous with market transaction taking place in Sikandaris and land taxes continuing
to be paid in produce. The cheapness of goods did not warrant specie in silver and gold - another
reason for the migration of the Shahrukhis to the West and the absence of Babur's coinage in gold -

Mint Town lli tort'

The followifimmary highlights a short history of the various towns from where coins
with a mint name exist. This is based on the name of the mint found on the coin and irrespective
that some of them were issued at a central mint, away from the city indicated. The history is
limited to the life and times of Babur and presents the details of the Governors or Chiefs who
controlled the city as his vassals. Unfortunately due to several missing passages in Babur's
autobiography, some names and dates of Governors in control of the various cities is not precisely
known. Where this is the case, the chronology has been established through inferences.

Mints are listed under two main classifications - Central Asian [Includes all towns falling
outside the International boundaries of modern day India and Pakistan] and Indian [the Indo-
Pakistan sub continent]. Within these classifications, they are listed in the English Alphabetical
order.

General Note.

It should be borne in mind that virtually through out his life, Babur was at war and his reign
could well be seen as a long series of campaigns. Often during the earlier period of his career he
had major setbacks, was vanquished, and lived a nomad's existence - what he calls his 'throne-
less times'. His coin issues testify to this state of affairs, i.e. issued to commemorate major events,
such as the conquest of Samarkand or Jaunpur or in times of relative peace and plenty such as at
Kabul and Badakhshan.

88. The Bengal Sultanate. p. 270
99. Zafar ul Walih bi Muzaffar wa Alihi, p.I05
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4..4.4.uic ',VII L l [MOW- S cognisance of issuing coins from conquered territories.Thus his first and second issues from Samarkand, in AH 903 and AH 906, despite the very briefperiod he held that city after its conquest. Importantly, this point, of being cognizant of stampingcoins with his name and titles, needs to be borne in mind, as it sheds much light while studyingthe emissions throughout his career.

Subsequent to the Samarkand issues, there were sporadic issues from AH 915 onwards,until a stable, continuous minting program was in place towards the late AH 920's. All early datedissues are rare, corroborating that coin issues were a direct function of the availability offinancial resources. Kabul and Badakhshan seem to be the more prolific mints, with Kabul beingfar the more active."

From an epigraphic and die-link study one gets the strong impression that Babur maintaineda central control on minting at Kabul, whose surviving coinage surpasses all other mints in sheernumbers and varieties. Combining this to the fact that coinage from India was issued on a limitedbasis and that too for I year. [coins of AH 937 were only minted at Lahore and Agra - the twoprincipal cities], it can be inferred that the large variety of the mintless /date less and the mintlessissues were minted at Kabul for use throughout the Empire. In fact even as early as the late 920s,both the scarcity of issues from out -lying territories, and the identical epigraphy employed forthose few that were issued from such outlying towns, indicates that attempts were at hand toeither cut all dies in Kabul for despatch elsewhere or perhaps even to strike them and despatchthe species. It may be noted that sometime around AH 935/936 an attempt was perhaps beingmade to standardizing the epigraphy which is notable on all the Indian issues and a few datelessand dateless /mintless varieties attributable to Kabul.

It is also interesting to note that all of Babur's coinage ported names of mint -towns thatwere directly under him or a prince of the Timurid race. Thus Mirza Owais Khan, Humayun andSulaiman at Badakhshan and Qunduz; Muhammad Zaman Mirza at Balkh; Kamran at Qandahar;Samarkand, Kabul, Agra and Urdu under Babur; Luknur [as an appendage to Sambhal] underHumayun and Mohammad Zaman Mirza at Jaunpur. Off-course there was Thatta with an Arghun[Chingizkhanid prince] and the uncertain Governorships at Ghazni [Crown Domain under KhwajaKalan ?] and Lahore [Crown Domain under Yunas -i- Ali ?]. It is thus very possible that Babur hadcoins centrally minted with the names of cities under control of his family, aware of the propagandavalue of his Shahrukhis circulating throughout Central Asia. If the argument that the privilege ofminting was restricted to the Timurid princes is correct, then one can assume that Lahore andGhazni were considered Imperial territories [crown domains] and hence under Babur. If thishypothesis is correct, it justifies the Luknur issue, considering Luknur to be an appendage toSambhal. See later

Central Asian Mints.

Badakhshan. While Badakhshan is properly the name of a province, with Qunduz as its capital,during Babur's time it was employed for a smaller territory, with Kila- i -Zafar [formerly Shaf Tiwar],as its capital. When Babur ascended the throne, Badakhshan was ruled by

90. In general, coin emissions seem to become more prolific after the capture of the treasures of Qandahar in AH 913 Baburwrites in his memoirs [BN p. 338/9]:
Such mosses of white money had never been seen in those countries; No one indeed was to be heard of who had seen so muchAfter the treasures had been got into order, loaded up and started off, he (Nasir Mirza] took the loads of white tankas off a stringof camels (i.e. 7 beasts) at the citadel -treasury, and kept them. I did not demand them back; I gave them to him.There had been no chance of portioning out the spoils while we were near Qandahar; it was done at Qara -Bagh where we delayedtwo or three days. To count the coins being difficult;, they were apportioned by weighing them in scales. Begs of all ranks, retainersand household loaded up ass -load after ass -load of sacks full ofwhite tankas, and took them away for their own subsistence andthe pay of their soldiers.

Mirza Haidar in TR [p. 202] writes:
So much treasure fell into the Emperor's hands, that [the gold and jewels] and Shahrukhis were divided among the Army by theshieldful.
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Mahmud's death in AH 900. Khusrau abandoned Badakhshan in AH 910 when it was taken by the
Auzbegs and Shaibani gave it to one of his begs Qambar Bi. Qambar Bi appointed a Badakshi
notable as a governor in a part of the territory [Kila- i- Zafar]. This person was overthrown and -
killed by Khusrau Shah's partisans and the area remained disturbed, whence, in late AH 910,
Babur's youngest brother, Nasir Mirza, captured and ruled over it for 2 to 3 years. In AH 913 it
was given by Babur to his cousin Mirza Owais Khan who held it till his death in AH 927, when it
was conferred upon Humayun. Humayun briefly left Badakhshan to join Babur for the final invasion
of Hindustan in Safar AH 932 and returned sometime after Shaban AH 933. Humayun abandoned
Badakhshan towards the end of AH 935, nominating Hindal to come and take it over. Humayun's
abrupt departure prompted the Badakshi nobles to invite Saeed Khan Chaghatai. In Muharram AH
936 Saeed Khan marched from Kashghar, but found Hindal had already arrived at Kila- i- Zafar. Due _
to the onset of winter, Saeed Khan stayed around for three months or so and then withdrew.
Babur was averse to leaving the young Hindal there, and decided to appoint Mirza Sulaiman son
of Mirza Owais Khan, who probably took over in early AH 936.

Coinage:- Types 01 and 02 were minted under Mirza Owais Khan, who possibly also minted

07, 08, 09, 15 and 16.
- Type 05 and I O were minted under Mirza Sulaiman
- Type I I under Kamran
- All others under Humayun.

Known dates: 915, 921, 929, 930, 936 Hijri.

Balkh. At the tj e of Babur's accession, Balkh was under Sultan Husain Bai -qara, who gave it to
his son Sultan Badi -uz -Zaman Mirza in AH 90I. Badi -uz -zaman revolted against his father, was
defeated and the city given to Ibrahim Husain Mirza, another one of Bai- qara's sons. Ibrahim was
recalled by his father to Herat just prior to Husain Bai- qara's death in AH 913. Soon thereafter
it was captured by the Auzbegs. Babur reports that Shaibani gave it to his nephew, Khurram Shah,
his son by Babur's elder sister. However, Shaibani's defeat and death at the battle of Merv in AH
916 led the Persians to occupy it. It again changed hands, going to the Auzbegs after the Persian
defeat at Ghizduvan and back again to the Persians through conquest by their General Deo Sultan
in AH 919 91 , who gave it in governorship to Muhammad -i -Zaman Mirza Bai -qara 92 , who was
reported to be there in AH 920 by Khwand -amir. Zaman Mirza was invited by Babur to Kabul
sometimes towards the end of AH 920, disobeyed, was pursued, captured and brought to Babur.
Babur received him with respect, betrothed his daughter Masuma Begum to him and sent him
back to Balkh as its Governor sometime in AH 921. He was still at Balkh in AH 929 when Khwand-
amir was there. Babur is reported by Khwand -amir to have visited the town in AH 923. In mid
AH 925, Zaman sent Babur Tasaddaq tribute93. So long as Zaman Mirza ruled Balkh, he paid
allegiance to Babur94. Babur continued his efforts to retain Balkh, withdrawing from Hindustan
in AH 93 I to its relief from attack by the Auzbeg95. He is reported to have sent 20,000 Ashrafis
to help the Balkhis in AH 932 96 Balkh was eventually lost by Babur towards the end of AH 933.

Coinage: All Babur's known Balkh coinage were minted under Muhammad-i-Zaman Mirza Bai -gara
Known Dates: 924, 927,

91. BN p. 363
92. BM p. 364
93. BN p. 402
94. Several authors mis- report that he paid dual allegiance to

both Babur and the Persian Shah. Numismatic evidence
from all Balkh emissions from AH 922 onwards name
Babur alone on coins. The confusion probably arises from
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the fact that he was in the Persian Shah's service prior to
submission to Babur. Annette Beveridge is wrong in stating
that Balkh was held `perhaps from Shah Ismail through
Babur'. (BN p. 428)

95. BN p. 455
96. BN p. 446



Ghazni. 97 At Babur's Accession, Ghazni, also written as Ghaznin, was ruled by Babur's paternaluncle, Aulugh Beg. Thereafter it followed the fate of Kabul, of which it was an appendage. AfterBabur's conquest of this latter city in AH 910 he rewarded his followers, giving Ghazni as a fiefto his younger brother, Jahangir. Jahangir abandoned the city in AH 912 when Babur made SayyidimAli it's Governor. In AH 913 Babur gave the Governorship to his half brother Nasir Mirza, whoheld it up to his death in AH 921. Dost Beg was then given charge of the city and upon his death
in AH 925, Babur bestowed it to his nephew, Mir Muhammad, son of Nasir98. Thereafter there
is a lacuna in Babur's memoirs till end AH 932. Presumably both Kabul and Ghazni were put under
Kamran when Babur invaded India for the last time in Safar AH 932. After the battle of Panipat,Khwaja Kalan, a close associate and confident of Babur, was given Ghazni99.

Coinage An unreported coin of Ghazni is known, on which the mint and the date is clearly legible. This
issue was thus struck during a period when Babur's autobiography has a gap due to missing
pages. It is quite possible that Babur brought Ghazni under his direct control [crown territory]
sometime between AH 925 and AH 932 I have two other specimen in my collection [Type
75], one of which has what seems a mis- engraved mint name, the `ghz' ; is missing while
the `nin' is clearly visible. The specimen is dated `913, which is an obvious engraving
error for 933 since it has the post mid AH 933 title of `Badshah Ghazi'. This could have been
issued under Khwaja Kalan. Yet another specimen [Type 53], with the `Badshah epithet has
the same error in mint name spelling and has a date 9XX. I believe all three of these to be
of Ghazni mint.
Known Dates: 913? 9XX?, 929.

Kabul. At Babur's accession, Kabul was ruled by Babur's paternal uncle, Aulugh Beg Miran-shahi.
Aulugh Beg died in AH 907 and, his son, Abd- ur- razzak, being a child, the country was ruled by a
regent for about a year, when he was overthrown by the nobles. This gave Muqim
Beg Arghun the younger son of Zun -nun Beg Arghun ruler of Qandahar10°, an opportunity to
usurp the throne and strengthen his position by marrying Aulugh Beg's daughter. In Rabi II AH
910 Kabul and its dependencies were conquered by Babur, and remained as crown territory under
his direct control, till he proceeded for the conquest of Samarkand in AH 916, when he left his
half brother Nasir Mirza in charge. Babur re- assumed its charge when he returned in AH 920.
Humayun was given charge of Kabul during Babur's various invasions of Qandahar . Kamran was
given Kabul [in addition to Qandahar which he already had] when Babur invaded India for the
fifth and final time in Safar AH 932. In Rajab AH 933 Humayun was sent to Kabul. He was reported
to have gone to Badakshan in AH 935 for a short time, returning in Zul Hajj AH 935, on his way
to India. Kamran is reported to have moved from Qandahar to Kabul at this time101.

Coinage: Known dates: 913 (mintless), 915, 925 (mintless), 930, 933, 934, 936 and 937 Hijri.

Qandahar. At the time of Babur's accession, Qandahar was ruled by Zun -nun Beg Arghun as a
vassal of Sultan Husain Bai-qara. Upon his death in AH 913 the city passed on to his son Shah
Shuja Beg Arghun. After the death of Husain Bai -qara, the Arghuns accepted vassalage of the
Persians. Babur invaded it several times, collecting a large booty in AH 913 and finally the city
was handed over to him by the Arghuns in Shawwal AH 928 . Babur appointed Kamran as Governor
there. In AH 932 Kamran is reported to be there when Babur sent him some of the books from,
Ghazi Khan's Library at Milwat. He is further reported to have moved to Kabul in AH 935.

Coinage: The only known issue from Qandahar was minted under Kamran.
Known Date: 933 Hijri.

97. BN 217. Babur tells us that 'many write it Ghaznin'. The mint name is thus spelt on the coin.
98. BN 397
99. BN p:525
100 Khwandamìr, Qanun- i- Humayunì, p.24
I01. BN p 699
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the principal Beg of that city for Sultan Mahmud. Khusrau Shah fled Qunduz at the approach of

the Auzbegs in early AH 910 and Shaibani thereafter took possession of it and appointed his

younger brother Mahmud Sultan and, upon his death to one of his notables, Qambar Bi. Soon

after the death of Shaibani in AH 916, Qunduz was captured by Babur's cousin Mirza Owais Khan

Miran- shahi, and remained under him till his death in AH 927 after which it followed the fate of

Badakhshan, of which it became the capital.

Coinage: All known coinage was issued under Humayun.

Known dates: 932, 933 Hijri

Samarkand. At Babur's accession, Samarkand was ruled by Sultan Ahmed Mirza Miran- shahi,

Babur's eldest paternal uncle. At his death in Shawwal AH 899, the throne passed on to the late

ruler's younger brother, Sultan Mahmud Mirza, who ruled over it for `four or six months'. Mahmud

Mirza died in Rabi II AH 900; thereafter the city notables installed his son Sultan Bai- sunghar Mirza.

Bai- sunghar was made prisoner for a few days in AH 900, during the Tarkhan rebellion, when his

younger brother Sultan Ali Mirza was seated on the throne103. It was recaptured by Bai- sunghar,

who abandoned the city again when Babur approached it for conquest. It thus came into Babur's

possession in Rabi I AH 903. When he left the city to defend his old capital, Andijan, in Rajab AH

903 [after ruling for a hundred days], Sultan Ali Mirza occupied the throne yet again. Sultan Ali

in turn was overthrown and killed by Shaibani in early AH 906. During one of Shaibani's forays

out of Samarkand, Babur recaptured the city in AH 906, but lost it to Shaibani Khan in early AH

907. His next attem t at conquest took place in late AH 916, when he again captured the city

with the help of Per ian forces sent by Shah Ismail. Again, towards early AH 918 he was defeated

by the Auzbeg and andoned Samarkand for the last time.

Coinage: All known Coinage issued by Babur.

Known dates: (903) dateless, 906 Hijri.

It is to be noted that at certain periods of his career, Bukhara104, Tashkentl05 and Hissar106

were under Babur's control, albeit for a short period, yet we have not come across any specimens -
bearing these mint names.

Indian Mints

Agra. Immediately after the defeat of Ibrahim Lodhi, in Rajab AH 933 Humayun was despatched

post -haste to capture Delhi and Agra, which was accomplished. Babur proceeded there at leisure

and the city remained as his principal residence up to the time of his death. During the 4 odd years

of his reign, there were no threats to Babur's control.

Coinage: All known coinage issued under Babur.

Known dates: 936 and 937 Hijri.

Jaunpur. According to the Babur -nama, the city was first taken by Humayun sometime in Safar107

AH 933. Under Babur's instructions, it was handed over in joint command to two of Babur's

leading chiefs, Mir Husain and Sultan Junaid Bartas, in Rabi 1108 AH 933. The city was under constant

103. BN p 85,86
104. AH 917., BN p22
105. BN p 356
106. AH 916 . BN p 37; AH 917. BN p 262
107. 2/933
108. 3/933
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Dauur co send his son Askari to its relief in Rabi II A935. Askari never engaged in the Jaunpur relief and was summoned back by Babur to accompaihis forces, then travelling in the East, to quell the Afghan threats in that area. In early Ramr[AH 935] Jaunpur was given to Sultan Muhammad-i -Zaman Mirza Bai- gara109, who was theaccompanying Babur on his Eastern Campaign. Zaman Mirza can be assumed to have gone bacto his post after Babur's departure from his Eastern Campaigns, sometimes after Shawwal AH 93Jaunpur was subsequently again lost to the Afghans in AH 937 and recovered by Humayun sometirrlater. However, Ad-Dabirf10, writing sometime during the late 900s Hijri, gives a different versionDue to these disturbances, Jaunpur only issued coins in AH 936, as is testified by the extarcoinage.

Coinage: Issued under Muhammad-i-Zaman Mirza.
Known Date 936 Hijri

Lahore. Lahore was under the Delhi Sultans - the Lodhis - and Babur reports that it wa.governed by Daulat Khan's son Ali Khan in AH 925. This was the first major city conquered b)Babur when he invaded India, taken in Shawwal AH 930111. Babur appointed Mir Abd- ul -azizl 12the Mir Akhwar, as its Governor' 13. While the Babur-nama does not mention the specificappointment of a Governor, Erskine' 14 says that Mir Yunas- i -ali' 15was Governor under Baburwhen Humayun took over the reign. Lahore continued to remain under Babur till his death.

Coinage: Coinage issued under Mir Yunas -i-ali.
Known dates: 936 and 937 Hijri.

Luknur. There is a controversy about the city in whose name coins were issued. The mint city onthe coins has been variously read as Lucknow in Oudh or Luknur, in what is now Shahabad in theRampur district. Annette Beveridge has discussed this subject in detail' 16

I accept her assertion that it was indeed Luknur on the basis that (a) it is placed at its correctgeographical location between Sambhal and Khairabad in Babur's revenue list, (b) it was an importantplace which later on paid a large revenue to Akbar [as part of Sambhal], (d) Sambhal wasHumayun's fief and [e] most of the mintage under Babur were issued in the name of towns directlyunder Timurid princely control. [see also chapter on re- attribution].

We are not told when Luknur was taken for Babur. It could not have been during Humayun'sEastern Campaign as he followed a more Southerly /South Easterly route towards his capture ofJaunpur. Babur tells us that he received news of Luknur being under a siege by the Afghans in Rajabor Shaban 117 AH 933. There is no report on when the siege was lifted, but he reports that he visitedit towards the end of Jummadi II [AH 934]1 18.The city was attacked and captured by the Afghans inRamzan AH 935, but was yet again recaptured by Babur 119.

Coinage: Known date: 936 Hijri

109. BN p. 676
110. Zafar ul Waabi Muzaffar wa Alihi p.122 says that Babur

conquered Jaunpur in 934; in 935 the Afghans invaded itbut were driven away, but soon thereafter it was re-
conquered and held by them till their final defeat byHumayun in AH 939.

Ill. BNp.441
112. BN p. 278. Babur tells us that Baba Ali was Yunas-i -ali'sfather, and must therefore have been the person to whom

the Governorship of Lahore was given.
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I I3. BN p. 442. Annette does not give any reference for
asserting Mir Abd -ul -aziz name as the person to whom
the Governorship was given.

114. Erskine p.7 Vol II
115. BN p 278. Of Yunas-i -ali Babur writes '...is a beg, a

confident, and of my household'.
116. BN p. xxiii. Appendix T.
117. BN p. 582
118. BN p. 601
119. BN p. 677 -678
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Qandahar in AH 923, Shah Shuja beg Arghun invaded balucnistan wrier ne Naaaeu t.wu real

in acute hardship and distress 120.

In AH 926 he invaded and captured the capital of Thatta from Jam Feroz, the Sammah Ruler,

but left him as a vassal in that city. Upon learning of Jam Feroz's intrigues, Shah Shuja attacked

him and took over the city just before his death in Shaban AH 930. Shah Shuja was succeeded by

his son Shah Hasan Arghun, who ascended the throne in Shawwal AH 930.

Recollect that Shah Hasan, in AH 924, had gone over to Babur after a quarrel with his

father. He stayed with Babur for two years during which time he was treated with courtesy and

consideration. Thus in diffidence to Babur, Shah Hasan read the Khutba in his name. When

news of Babur's advance towards India reached him, Shah Hasan despatched his emissaries with

suitable gifts from his court121.

Coinage: Dateless and f 93]2.

There are two specimens in my collection, both Type I I6, where the legends are identical to those

on the two known coins with Thatta as a mint - all have the `Al - -Adir epithet and have an identical

shaped obverse and reverse cartouche. Both my specimens have a digit 2 f r J on the reverse, near

the Ú..o.pe,o. Unfortunately, both the published specimens have been scanned out of journals where

the legends can not be clearly ead. Only the obverse of one of the reported specimen has been

reproduced and thus it is not ossible to know whether the reverse has a date. While the other

specimen is reproduced bot n the obverse and the reverse, the portion between l and 7 o'clock

is obliterated hence we lose out on the date here also. However the dates of these coins can now

be fixed to AH 932 at which time Shah Hasan would have been keen to demonstrate his loyalty

and is reported to have sent him `suitable gifts'.

Urdu. Babur's Eastern Campaign started on the 10th. of Jummadi I AH 935 when he left Agra122

and finished on Shawwal I7th. AH 935 when he re- entered the city123. He was thus away for

about 5 months. His Western Campaign commenced after he heard of the sedition in Lahore

and that Saeed Khan Chaghatai had invaded Badakhshan upon hearing of Humayun's departure

from there. He left Agra in early AH 936, and is reported to have been away from the Capital

for around a year124. During this time an expedition was also sent by him to Kashmir125. This long

absence from the Capital necessitated using coins under a camp mint stamp - hence the Urdu

mintage of AH 936.

Coinage: Known date: 936 Hijri.

I20. History of the Arghuns and Tarkhans of Sind. p. 18
121. Sind under the Mughals. p. 31
122. BN p. 640
123. BN p. 686
124. BN p. 698
.125. BN p 694 - 700.
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(a) The earliest known counter stamps are those employed by Babur during his first and second
conquest of Samarkand. They carry his full titles and are dated:

grJJlg
Adl Zahir-uddin Sultan Muhammad Bahadur 903 and

q,J$? y v.oa lu `yJJI Jo-c.
Adl Zahir-uddin Sultan Muhammad Babur Bahadur 906.

(b)The words Adl Babur y9 Ja.s arranged inside an ornamental cartouche. There are several
different varieties with this countermark, some crudely executed others of a fine calligraphic
rendering.

(c) Those with Zahir -uddin Mohammad Babur j9 '-- ' W1.J arranged in a cartouche
shaped like an inverted heart. It is interesting to note that all the coins have one peculiarity:
the under types are all coins that were minted earlier than AH 917126. My explanation is that
most of these countermarks were employed during the AH 916/920 period when Babur was
still subservient and beholden to Shah Ismail and could not or did not wish to antagonize him
by issuing coins with titles. In this connection it is interesting to note that none of the
countermarks are placed on Safawid coins, re- enforcing the delicate nature of Babur's alliance
with the Shah.

(d) Post AH 920 specimens with the Adl Babur .) 4 J' countermark are also known. These
were probably counter stamped outside the principal centres of control or during campaigns,
when the booty found was sufficient to justify such a stamping.

(e) The most common counter stamp is the one with the Adl Babur Ghazi ---5.)LkA4
legend. Such counter stamps are in response to Babur's command to include ` Ghazi' in his titles
post mid -AH 933 i.e. after his conquest over Rana Sanga. The countermark is commonly found
on the ` Babur's Badshah' types of the (Kabul) mintless /dateless varieties. Some are on the
`Babur Badshah Ghazi' type raising the question of the necessity of so doing. This can be
explained by the desire to `mass- strike' the coins circulating in the Central Asian territories
by officials keen to comply with the Badshah's command. Such `mass handling' could well
have caused current coins to be stamped also.

(f) One specimen each has come to light where the counter stamp reads `Zarb Babur127 '
J'4 `Adl Babur Badshah 128' °t.4.'J4J'9 J' I am unable to comment on them.

126. N.M.Lowick. Some Countermarked coins of the Shaibanids and early Moguls. Journal of the Numismatic
Society of India XXVI, part II. Varanasi, 1965.

127. Author's collection.
128. Dalip Shah Collection.
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Lucknow or Luknur

Annette Beveridge has made a case to point out that the city in whose names coins were
struck was Luknur, the current Shahabad in Rampur district, and not Lucknow in U.P129 Thackston

in his translation of the Turkic version says that the word could well be Luknur13o

Unfortunately none of the Luknur /Lucknow coins that have been seen and studied by the
author have the name clearly legible. On two specimens in the authors collection, reproduced
below, there seems to be a `ray' .) after the `wow') , thereby rendering the name Luknur:

A definitive verdict must wait the surfacing of a specimen where the legend at the left extreme
is clearly legible. Based on the specimen in my collection, my preference is for `Luknur', which is
the term I have used through -out this work..

Thatta or Patna.

Hodiwala131 puts up an argument which in summary states that Babur never conquered Sind,
but had conquered Bihar hence the mint attributed to Thatta should be read as Patna. At the
same time he also p opounds that it could well be Thatta on the basis that `Shah Husain, the
opportunist' may just possibly have struck it so as to disarm Babur's hostility and curry favour with him...'

Hodiwala's last comment comes closest to the truth. Unfortunately while quoting extensively
from Badaoni , Ferishta, the Babur -nama etc. he fails to note the close relationship Babur had with
Shah Husain Arghun, who had come under his service for two years, had the Khutba read in
Babur's name, sent him presents when he entered India on his last campaign, was commissioned
by Babur to conquer Multan, which he did and handed over to Babur and married into Babur's

nobility. His association can be judged when Babur writes:

...was sent to Shah Husain in Thatta to take him playing cards he much liked and had asked for.

The other point that Hodiwala seems to have missed was the epigraphy and composition
of the legends on the Thatta issue as compared to the uniform epigraphy and legends of the other
Indian issues e.g., Lahore, Agra, Jaunpur, Urdu and Luknur. Again, White King's rendering of the
outer legend on his Thatta coin is:

4w .431,1,2L4 ( 41) ( J a j I) j) (,_:.) 4 I )

(Al- Sultan] Al -Adil [Al- Mukarram Khuledah] Allah (Mulkahu] wa Sultanahu Zarb Thatta.

129. See Appendix T in the BN. p. xxiii
130. p.440, note 236
13I . Numismatic Supplement XXXIV, Journal and Proceedings, Asiatic Society of Bengal (New Series), Vol. XVI. I920, No.5
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White King Guthrie

In White King's rendering of the legend, he was unable read `Khaqan' In his
note he only points out the missing `AI- Mukarram' r I, which adjective alone does not exist
on Babur's coinage without the Khaqan preceding it.

The coinage could not have been issued post mid -AH 933, as no mint under Babur's control
could ignore his direct orders to be styled Ghazi. However this emission could well be at the time
of Babur's invasion in AH 932 when Shah Hasan is reported to have sent him rich presents. [see
Mint History above.]

Countermarks.

In his article, SOME COUNTERMARKED COINS OF THE SHAIBANIDS AND EARLY
MUGHALS132, Lowick makes several errors while discussing Babur's counter stamped coins in the
British Museum:

. While his host coin No. I is that of Shaibani, his No. 2 is not of Babur but of Bai-sunger.
[Note Samarkand in the outer margin instead in the inner circle as in Babur's Samarkand
issues]. And again No 3 is of Sultan Ali Mirza - identical typography to Bai- sungar's issues.

. His host No. 4 is correctly attributed, while surprisingly he attributes his host No. 6 to
`Kabul ?' when the host is unmistakably that of Shaibani, almost identical to his correctly
attributed No. I . He again attributes his No. 7 to `Kabul ?', while the little that can be seen
looks more like a Timurid or Shaybanid host.

. His No. 5 is the only specimen with a Babur host.

Based on these attributions Lowick surmises:

It will be seen from the above that countermarks with the name of Babur appear on coins of Shaibani
struck at Herat and on coins of Babur himself stuck at the mints of Samarkand, Kabul and possibly
also Badakhshan. That Babur should have insisted on the countermarking of foreign coins which
entered his kingdom by way of trade, especially those of a ruler with whom he entertained hostile
relations, would not be surprising. However it is less easy to account for the fact that of nine coins
so countermarked, five were struck by Babur himself It is possible that a number of his own pieces,
which had already circulated outside his own dominions, were mistakenly induded amongst the mass
of foreign coin which crossed his frontiers and received his stamp. The proportion of pieces thus
accidentally countermarked would, however, hardly be so large as the surviving. number of specimens
suggests. [my emphasis] I am indebted to Mr. CH.Biddulph for the far more convincing explanation
that all theses pieces were counter struck after Babur's invasion in 932, when they would be made
to circulate over a wider area and in provinces where the dirham of the Central Asian type was, if
not an unknown, at least an unfamiliar unit of currency' 33

132. JNSI Vol XXVII, Part 11. 1965
133. JNSI Vol XXVII, Part II. 1965
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930, when Babur was still only a `Badshah -i- Azam'. The counter stamp of `Adl Babur Ghazi', was
stamped post mid -AH 933 in acknowledgement of his orders to henceforth be styled Ghazi. All
counter stamps with the `Ghazi' title were struck after the defeat of Rana Sanga in Jummadi II AH
933 when Babur assumed the title of `Ghazi.' This title was sufficiently important to have resulted
in a mandatory stamping of all coins circulating in his domains with the `Ghazi' title.

Lowick goes on:

Later in his reign Babur established mints in the provinces and dirhams of between 70 and 80
grains were struck at Agra, Jaunpur, Lucknow, Lahore and Thatta. Almost all these coins are of a new
type, the legend running horizontally across the whole field, and none hitherto published are dated earlier -
than 935. It would seem, therefore, that none of these mints began to operate until several years after
Babur's invasion in 930, It was consequently some time before the dirham became an integral part of
India's currency; and in the interval the Kabul currency which would naturally become widely disseminated
in Babur's new territories ma have re uired the extra uarantee o a countermark to ins
in the local population...... Amy emphasis]

ire con idence

Unfortunately none of these arguments are tenable:
The Thatta minting was not bx. Babur, nor was the legend arrangement similar to all the rest
of the Indian issues. -

. Of the seven specimens discussed, only one was a Babur issue. The rest were Shaibanids or
Timurid issues that required to be stamped when they entered his territories. In any case the
Shahrukhi never became a standard currency in India, as discussed elsewhere.

. The necessity of establishing a mint in India in the early years was not great - Babur was involved
in almost continuous warfare and in consolidating his empire. The Kabul mint continued it's
prolific issue of the mintless and mintless /dateless varieties for use across his empire - including
India. As our die study shows, it is even doubtful if the coins were ever struck at the Indian
mint cities indicated on them.

Having said that, there are Babur specimens of the `Babur Ghazi' type over which the
countermark `Adl Babur Ghazi' was affixed See specimens Cmk -07- 15 and ,-I 6. This is, as Lowick
puts it: ... is possible that a number of his own pieces, which had already circulated outside his own
dominions, were mistakenly included amongst the mass of foreign coin which crossed his frontiers and
received his stamp.

Specimens in the Trade.

I. A coin with a counter -stamp offered in the trade as an 'Ad! Sultan Babur Ghazi' specimen
is a mis- reading of `Adl Sultan Ghazi'. As can be seen below, there is no space inside the cartouche
to engrave `Babur'. Also, Babur never employed the Sultan title alone on any of his coinage or
countermarks.

As per dealer listing Enhanced
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was at Agra most of the time and there were no prolonged military expeditions necessiraung
a travelling camp mint issue. However during most of AH 936 he was away from Agra, thus

the strong possibility of using a camp mintage.

. There are no AH 935 copper emissions known. [See below for mis- attributed `935' copper].

Agra

Jaunpur

Copper.

Urdu

My findings point to Babur having minted copper coins only from Agra. These were probably

a replacement to the Sikandaris then in circulation. In total four types were minted; three during

AH 936 and an additional one in AH 937. While there is no doubt about the AH 936 issues as

they are clearly dated, those dated AH 937 pose a problem as that year over -lapses the reign of

Humayun as well. For reasons explained below, I believe that all specimens carrying the epithet

Dar- ul- Khalafata' were minted under Humayun.

936 A.H.

I. Zarb Agra oJ.s`t 2. Ba Dar -al Zarb Qila Agra 0,,r14.111. jla.!

3. Dar -al Zarb Qua Agra oJ.s`t > t J
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937 A.H.

I. Zarb Agra o, l - 2. Ba Dar -al Zarb Qila Agra o,5`l ìi

3. Dar-ul Khalafata Zarb Agra oJS1 .1_i_14.4,, J1 J 1 J

938 A.H. onwards

Dar -ul Khalafata Zarb Agra oJSl

It is to be noted that the Dar -ul- Khalafata epithet appears in AH 937 and continues fo
several years as the only epithet used for Agra. Also it signifies that Agra was the Capital. Wé
know that Humayun ascended the throne at Agra136. Recall that the Khutba was first read fo-
Babur in Delhi 137 which was also listed as his Capital in his revenue list. 138 It follows that the
epithet Dar ul Khalafata was introduced by Humayun, while Babur called the city Agra or the fort
of Agra.

On the basis of the above, the following specimens need to be re- attributed:-

. H. Nelson Wright. Number 9 should be placed under Humayun and 45 under Babur
I have not seen his No. 12, but based on all specimens seen elsewhere, seems to be
misattributed. No ' fulus' written coin is known for Babur, neither any where is the
date rendered in words as purported to be on this specimen.

. R.B.Whitehead. The date on the much worn out specimen, number 34, has been mis -rear
as AH 936 [part of the top of the second 9 ? looks `open' due to the wear on the coin _
thus making it look like a ?.] This is an AH 939 specimen. Note also the epithet `Dar ul
Khalafata'

136. Erskine p. 2
137. BN p. 476
138. BN p. 621
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C.J.Brown. His No. 9 has been read as an AH 935 issue. The date has been misread
as 9 r for [the vertical stroke of the 9 being illegible due to wear, thus making it looks
like al ] Furthermore the epithet Dar -ul Khala fats' goes against it being a 935 issue. The
author has a die identical specimen of a Humayun's Copper coin where the short vértical
stroke of the otherwise distinct 9 is legible.

. Ram Jamna Prasad in his article on Coins of Babur and Humayun in Patna Museum, published
in Indian Numismatic Chronicle Vol V, part II, 1966 notes that Babur's coins known
from various museums are either in the proximity of 9.26g or 8.42g; from which
he concludes that Babur's copper coinage was in two denominations, unrelated to each
other. Prasad is also confused in his last paragraphs where on the one hand he attributes
a AH 935 [mis- reading a 5 for the 9 as CJ Brown] issue with Dar- ul- Khalifata to Babur and
then goes onto say that the coins with the epithet Dar ul Khalifata were Humayun issues.
He further argues that the copper Dar ul Khalifata issue of 935 should in effect be read
as 945! In his catalogue, Serial No. 4 and 5 he misattributes the Dar- ul- Khalifata coins to
935 and hence to Babur. [ My photocopy of the article was not of help in reading the
legend on the two specimens].

Gold.

Two, mintless, fractional Ashrafis of Babur have been reported. The first at an auction in
1983 [0.58g] and another specimen in the collection of a museum, [0.75g.] The legend in both the
specimens is partially off flan, as with most fractional Ashrafis. This has been complicated by the
fact that the `cut' of some words towards the right of the legend leads to reading the cut word
as Babur. Both specimens ar in fact those of Humayun as is established by specimens available
in a private collection in Pak tan, another at the National Museum of Pakistan at Karachi and a
third in the trade. These spe amens are reproduced below:

Museum Specimen

Karachi Museum

Auction Specimen

Private Collection Trade
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Entry M2462 in Steve Album s H checklist of Islamic Loins, second Edition, may require to be revisited. -
I have also seen gold Mohur of Babur in the market. The piece seems to have been struck from a

Shahrukhi die of Lahore 936 and, though well executed, is obviously a fake.

Vassalage Coinage.

Perhaps the singularly most damaging mis -attribution was caused by the great British Numismatists, -
Reginald Stuart Poole and Stanley Lane Poole. While compiling his British Museum Catalogue of the Shahs
of Persia139 Reginald attributed a Shah Ismail coin, where at the bottom he reads a partially off flan legend
as `Sultan Muhammad':

This he attributes to Zahir -uddin Muhammad Babur. Based on this reading he not only
asserts that the coin was proof sufficient for Babur's subservience to Shah Ismail, 'but goes on to
make an astonishingly derogatory remark:

We can now understand the omission from Bâbur's Memoirs of the occurrences between AH 914
and 923

implying that Babur deliberately skipped this period in his autobiography to suppress mentioning
the minting of coins showing acknowledgement of Shi'a suzerainty! 140

This mis- attribution was further aggravated by Stanley Lane -Poole in his Catalogue of
Oriental Coins in the British Museum series when he attributed four specimens of Abu'l Qasim
Babur [his 134 t, v, w and x.] with a Shiite formula on the reverse, to `Babur II'.

Writes Annette Beveridge in the Babur -nama:

The coins classed in the British Museum Catalogues as of Babur's vassalage, offer a point of difficultyiculty to
readers of his own writings, insomuch as neither the `Sultan Muhammad' of No. 652 (gold), nor the `Sultan
Babur Bahadur' of the silver coins enables confident acceptance of them as names he himself would use.14

139. British Museum Catalogue of coins of the Persian Shahs (1887) pp. XXIV.
140. See also BN preface, `Two misinterpretations of lacunae'
141. BN XXXXX
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While mis- attributions may be forgiven because of the paucity of specimens available to

the cataloguer, what deters from their scholarship was that their comments resulted in gross
misinterpretation by subsequent historians. This act on the part of the above two numismatists
led to a series of later historians casting doubts on Babur's character and in some cases to
propound wild negative conclusions from this information. A little deeper delving in Numismatics
and history would have indicated:

. That the epigraphy of emissions from Samarkand and Bukhara were completely
different to those employed by Abu'l Qasim's Northern mints bearing the Shiite formula.

Sultan Ali Sultan Bai -sunghar Sultan Kuchkunji

. That in the pre -Safawid Persia, the Shi'a - Sunni confrontation was non -existent. The Sunnis
inhabited large tracks of Khorasan, whereas a Shi'a population dominated the Western and
Northern tracks 142. The then Timurid rulers minted coins with the Shiite formula on the
reverse in territories that were pre- dominantly inhabited by the Shi'a, and orthodox ones
in the Sunni areas. e.g.

Shah Rukh

The interpretation for the happenings during those fateful years runs probably thus:

After coming into power in the late 1 5th. Century, Shah Ismail, a Shi'a extremist, launched a grand
scheme of a vast Shi'a Iranian Empire under him, and worked systematically towards achieving this

dreams.

After eliminating the last vestige of the Timurids, his principal threat were the Ottomans in the
North West and the lesser problematic Uzbeks in the North East. He had no problem mopping
up the smaller principalities within the Persian mainland, but needed a strategy for the more
powerful foes.

Ismail realized that there would be a constant threat on his Eastern frontiers by the remnants of
the Uzbeks, who were still a force to be reckoned with even after the defeat and death of their
chief, Shaibani. However, they being the less dangerous of his two main foes, it would be reasonable
to expect him to 'sort out the Uzbeks' once and for all at this stage when they were in disarray
due to their recent major defeat. Once accomplished, it would leave him with his full resources
to concentrate on facing the much more powerful Ottomans.

Ismail was well aware that Babur, being the last of the Timurids, with a tract record of being loved
by the majority of the Transoxiana population, was a natural and preferred
ruler for that region. He was also aware that Babur was a mortal enemy of the Auzbeg,

142. Timur and the Princely vision



4' I 'J L, m41. II wen iiau very umited resources to assert any `kingly' aspirations to Transoxiana.
Thus if he could help set up this Timurid as a ruler over Transoxiana, he would have creat J
a buffer state on the Eastern front for himself and in the bargain this buffer state would
beholden to him. Fortune smiled on Ismail when he discovered Babur's sister amongst the
women prisoners after the defeat of Shaibani.

Sending Babur's sister back to him with grace and honour, Ismail proffered friendship and
military assistance against the Auzbegs, which Babur accepted.

After the conquest of Samarkand, Babur's inherent position was still weak. He knew he could
not survive alone with the Uzbek threat constant at his doorsteps. He needed to humorand keep Ismail on his side. One such step he took was not to issue regular coins with h__
name and titles, but only counter strike existing coins with a simple countermark with hisname devoid of any princely titles. It is interesting to note that no Safawid coin was ovEstruck; all were either Timurid or Shaibanids.

It is not charitable to attribute a lack of understanding of the ground realities by either Isma
or Babur. Ismail could not possibly have assumed that this powerless Timurid prince wouLbe able to `convert' the known staunch Orthodox Sunni Transoxianian, merely by being placed
on the throne of Samarkand. A weak ruler in Transoxiana was against his very plan for a buffe
state. However, Ismail's known bigotry could certainly be expected to see him workin ,towards a more sympathetic pro Shi'a ambiance - which Babur probably tried to accommodatethrough retaining some Shiite generals and donning the Shiite head -dress. This is what resulte(
in the `cooling -off of the local population towards him as Mirza Haidar Dughlat tells us. Lee--us not forget that Ismail's first aim was to concentrate on the Ottoman threat, with his back
reasonably secured against attack. Impositions of terms highly unlikely to be asserted woulconly weaken the ruler from whom he sought protection on his Eastern front.

Babur well knew his Transoxiana; also the excesses of the Kizalbashis after the conquest ofHerat. He could never accept terms from Ismail that were not only abhorrent to him but
which he knew would be impossible to carry out. Several incidents in Babur's autobiographyleave no doubt that he was a ruler of exceptional qualities, amongst which was a reputation
of being a man of his word, regardless of the circumstances. Babur's character would not have- -permitted him not to issue coins in Ismail's name or the reading of a Shi'a Khutba from the
pulpits of Amir Timur's capital, if he had accepted these terms. It is quite possible, as Mirza
Haidar Dughlat says, that at times he would have donned the Kizalbashis uniform, but would -this not be natural if the vast majority of his troops were Kizalbashis and he was leading them
to war? The Kizalbashis chain of command would certainly have had their own generals, but
Babur was the declared ruler of the country, and thus at least their nominal chief, and dressing
himself in their fashion could not but have elicited some favourable sentiments.
If Babur had not issued coins as per Shah Ismail's conditions, would Shah Ismail still have sent -forces to aid him, as he did after Babur's expulsion from Samarkand and his subsequentrenewed attacks on the Uzbeks along with the Kizalbashis reinforcements?

Only Allah knows the truth.
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Summary.

In view of the above, the attributions in the following works need to be re- visited:

I. Punjab Museum Catalogue, Lahore.
Specimen No. I AR Mis -read the date of the Urdu issue as `937'.
Specimen No. 3 AR Not illustrated. Mis -read the date on an Agra issue with a 'fish hook' to '7'.
Specimen No. 5 AR Misread the 'hay' [ o ] of Badshah as a '5'[ a ].
Specimen No. 7 AR Not illustrated. Misread the date on a Jaunpur issue with the 'fish hook' as a'7'.

Specimen No. 16 AR Not illustrated. Read 'Lahore 936' for this fake coin which has two obverses

- one of Lahore 936 and the other a mintless /dateless variety.
Specimen No. 17 AR Not illustrated. Misread the '6' with a short vertical stroke as a '7'.
Specimens Nos. 20 and 21 AR. Not illustrated. Misread the '4' as '5'.
Specimen No. 34 AE. Not illustrated. Mis- attributed because of the mint epithet of 'Dar- ul- Khalifata'.

Misread date, '6' for '9' because a short portion of the loop of the '9' is open.

2. Indian Museum Catalogue, Calcutta. H.N.Wright.
Specimen No. 9 AE. Not illustrated. If correctly read as a 936 AH dated piece, it is unique.

I am doubtful on the reading.
Specimen No. 12 AE Not illustrated. If date correctly read there are compelling reasons why

the mint should be read as Agra. However, I am do tful of the attribution. No coins of Babur,
either in silver or copper, exist where the da is given in words instead of figures.

3 Lucknow museum Catalogue. C.J.Brown
Specimen No. 9 AE. Mis- attributed. The '9' [ 9 ] with a very short straight stroke has been read

as a five [ o ]. Also the epithet employed for Agra is 'Dar -al- Khalifata', which was introduced by

Humayun. [See above]

1. Supplementary to Lucknow Museum Catalogue. C.R.Singhal
. Specimen No. I. AR. Not illustrated. Copying Brown, misread the date of the Urdu issue as '937'.

Specimen No. 2. AR . Again copying Brown misreads the date on the Jaunpur issue as '(9)37'.

British Museum Catalogue. Stanley Lane -Poole & Reginald Stuart Poole.
. Footnote on pages 5 and 6 are incorrect. See section on vassalage coinage above.

I Specimen No. 2. AR. '4' is misread as '5'.

Patna Museum. Ram Jamna Prasad. Indian Numismatic Chronicle, Vol V, part 11, 1966
. His Serial No. I AR Illustrated but illegible. 'Fish -hook' misread as 936 AH.

Serial No 4 and 5 AE. Illustrated but illegible. Considering epithet, the coins are of Humayun. Same

issue as Lucknow specimen No. 9.
He is incorrect in asserting that Babur's copper was issued in two unrelated denomination -

8.42g and 9.26g [considering the misattributed IMC specimen No. I2].
He correctly states that 'Copper coins of Babur and Humayun are anonymous. They do not bear their

names. Here the mint name is stamped on one side and the date on the other. This makes the coins of

Agra mint bearing the date 937 difficult. In that year Babur had died and Humayun had succeeded him.

However the coins of the two rulers are isolated here on the basis of the epithet used for the mint' But

then goes on to incorrectly assert 'Coins of Babur for the year 935 and 936 AH bear the epithet Darul

Khalifata.
Then the coins of the year 937 AH and onward up to the year 94 I are found with the epithet Daml

Khalifata. This indicates that they were the issues of Humayun in continuity. He then correctly concludes:

We may thus safely conclude that the coins with the mint name Qila Agra issued in 93 7 AH belonged

to Babur and those with the epithet Darul Khalifata of the same year were of Humayun.
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i. Lopper Loins of inaia. vv.ri.vaientirne
Specimen No.l AE. Not illustrated. He reproduces the IMC specimen No. 12, but reads it as 914
AH. Incorrect attribution; see IMC discussion above.

8. Checklist of Islamic Coins. Stephen Album.
Type M2462 needs to be placed under Humayun A2464, and would remain an `S' in terms of
rarity.
Steve may like to reconsider the rarity classification given under 2463 in the light of additional data
reproduced in this work.

Die Annly8i8 parity

Identical dies were catalogued under a unique type number. All the data obtained was
entered into a spreadsheet programme, along with corresponding specimen type numbers, m it
name, date and Provenance. The data was then sorted out under different criteria which yielc-.d
information on die linkage of various specimens. Appendix Ill gives an example of the results. A
word of caution: Sometimes it has been difficult to establish the die identity, as in general the co s

are lightly struck and often a substantial part is off -flan. In such cases I used the closest identifiable
specimen.

The dies have been numbered OD [for obverse die] and RD [for reverse die]. The number-frig
for both the obverse and the reverse has been arranged chronologically from Babur's first kno'n
coin i.e. the 903 AH issue, in an ascending order, with the dateless and the mintless specime_s
grouped after the dated ones.

The die study brought out some interesting aspects: _

(a) There was a two to one use of the reverse: obverse dies in mintii ;,

as would be expected. The earlier, i.e. pre -AH 920 issues employed
a ratio closer to I.5: I .

(b) To a large extent, there was a single die -cutting centre - probably the
Imperial mint at Kabul, and later maybe at Agra for the Indian issi s

- where all dies were cut, struck and put in circulation. As an exami_e
the reverses of the Badakhshan Type OI [OD -04I, OD 049] and 03
[OD 047], are die -linked to each other through their reverses [F )
023, RD 005, RD 006] as also with a reverse [RD 032] of a DLT /M f
Badshah type 65. The DLT /MLT being a Kabul issue, it follows that the
Badakhshan issues of AH 915 and AH 929 were also minted at Kab I.

This is also borne out by the fact that one reverse die [RD 023] wis
used to strike two issues [Type 01 and Type 03] 14 years apart; di -
preservation at Badakhshan could hardly be possible due to unsettl_d
conditions there at that time. Interestingly this also provides an
explanation, on the one hand of Mirza Haidar Dughlat's statemc t
that at this time Badakhshan was financially in dire straits, and on t,-,e
other the relatively prolific AH 915 issues bearing that city's name.
Similar die linkage is noted on a Badakhshan Badshah Ghazi [Type I:

OD-101A; RD-144] with a DLT /MLT Badshah Ghazi [Type 74: Ou-
090; RD-144], again a Kabul mintage.

143. Indian Numismatic Chronicle, Vol V, Part II, 1966
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(c) A cross -linkage of dies trom Agra 'Jib NU -WY I, VU -Uyi, L./U.-W.3;
RD-091, RD-117, RD-127, RD-I49, RD-I51, RD 118, RD-I50], Jaunpur
936 [OD -096; RD -052 RD -054, RD -056, RD-117, RD -053, RD -055,
RD -057], Urdu 936 [OD- 114; RD -147] and Agra 937 [OD -095; RD-
149] has also been noted. [see example - Appendix III] Not only does
this further support die cutting /minting at a central location [here
possibly Agra] but again demonstrates Babur's political move of issuing
coins with a Jaunpur mint name as a propaganda tool at a time when
his hold on Jaunpur was at best tenuous, having captured and lost it
on several occasions. This further supports the `fish hook' series to
be of 936 vintage and not 935.

(a) Epigraphically and typographicljiere is a strong linkage of issues
from Kabul, Badakhshan, Balkh and Qunduz, especially in the late AH
920s issues. One can possibly infer that all of Babur's coinage late mid
920s onwards were issued from Kabul.

(b) There are dateless [Kabul Type 35] and a dateless /mintless [Type 74
- possibly Kabul] issues where there is a significant change in the layout
of the legend, a central cartouche in a near rectangular form as opposed
to all the other issues being in a near circular cartouche. Both these
series are precursors ( or even contemporary issues) of the
typographically identical Indian issues, possibly indicative to a move
towards standardization.

Rarity.
As has been briefly mentioned in the Introduction, Babur's coinage is generally scarce.

The rarity indicated in Appendix Ill is thus within the series /types studied. Again, as with all
{ Shahrukhis of the Mughuls [and of some Timurids /Shaibanids], the striking is weak and the coins

show a significant wear. Hence the condition of the specimen, especially the presence of a clear
mint name and /or date, make the coin so much the rarer. Central Asian issues, excepting Kabul,
and the Indian mintage from Luknur and Urdu may all be considered rare, while the Badshah Ghazi
issues from Kabul are common.
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-- Plate 0I --
Specimen Number Obverse Legends Weight Max. Dia.

Grams mm

01 -01

01 -02

01 -03

01 -04

1.3, 2.4,

same

same

same

3.2 4.61

4.95

4.62
?

26.48
?

25.30

?

These are dated coins. AH 915. Considering the state of finances of Mirza Owais
Khan at Badakhshan, these coins were probably minted at Kabul.

02 -01 1.3, 2.4, 3.2 4.46 26.66
This is a dated coin. AH 92I. Issued while Mirza Owais Khan ruled there for
Babur.

03 -0 I

03 -02

03 -03

03 -04

1.4, 2.6,

same

same

same

3.2 4.63

4.59

4.68

4.59

25.25

26.23

26.80

27.37
There is a marked change in the epigraphic layout in these coins, typographically_
similar to all post mid- AH 920s to end AH 934 issues even those bearing other
mint names. Central die cutting or minting? These specimens date AH 929 while-
Badakhshan was under Humayun's governorship.

04 -01 1.4, 2.6, 3.2 4.56 27.33
This is a AH 930 dated coin. Same comments as for type 03 above
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Plate 02

Specimen Number Obverse Legends Weight Max. Dia.
Grams mm

05 -01

05 -02

05 -03

1.6, 2.6,

same

same

3.2 4.70

4.63
>

24.27

24.56
>

AH 936 dated coins.A marked deterioration in the calligraphy in this type is
noticeable, with the 9 of the date flipped horizontally.These were probably
minted at Badakhshan either by Mirza Sulaiman or during the time between
Humayun's departure to India and Sulaiman's assumption of governorship.

06-01 1.3, 2.4, 3.2 4.29 24.34

Date off flan or dateless. Crude calligraphy. Probably minted at Badakhshan itse-
Legend typography indicates a possible mintage under Mirza Owais Khan.

07 -01 1.3, 2.4, 3.2 4.54 26.30

Date off flan or dateless type. Calligraphically a probable Kabul minting during_
the period AH 915 - 921 under Mirza Owais Khan's Governorship.

08

08

Date off

09

09

09

09

-01 1.3, 2.4, 3.2 4.53

-02 same 3.29

flan or dateless type.Typographically like 07 above

28.90

26.53

-0 I

-02
-03

-04

1.6, 2.6,

same

same

same

3.2 4.49

4.67

4.71

4.70

25.74

26.93

24.46

25.56

Another poor rendition, typographically identical to 05 above. Dateless type,
probably dates to AH 936, considering the reverse cartouches.
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Plate 03

Specimen Number

10 -01

10 -02

10 -03

10 -04

10 -05

Max. Dia.
mm

?

22.72

25.17

25.94

?

Obverse Legends Weight
Grams

1.7, 2.6,

same

same

same

same

3.2 ?

4.68

4.67

4.53

?

This is a commemorative coin, probably minted at Badakhshan upon Humayun's

return in late AH 933 early AH 934. It marks the assumption of the ` Ghazi' titkk

by Babur after his victory over Rana Sanga in mid AH 933. Unfortunately the -

date on all the specimen seen is off flan.

I I -01 1.4, 2.2 ?,3.2? 4.72 24.14

Date off flan or dateless variety. Post Mirza Owais Khan.

12 -01 1.6, 2.6, 3.2 4.59 23.54

12 -02 Same 4.80 26.64

12 -03 Same 4.77 26.16

Date off flan or dateless variety. Post AH 933 issue as it carries the Badshah

Ghazi title.

13 -01 1.4, 2.4, 3.2 ? ?

Mintless and dateless variety.Typographically like the 06, 07 and 08 varieties.

14 -01

As 13 above

1.4, 2.4, 3.2

60
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Plate 04 .
Specimen Number Obverse Legends Weight

Grams

16-01

16 -02

6 -03

1.5, 2.6,

same

same

3.3 4.68

4.63

4.60

Max. Dia.
mm

26.83

24.3 I

?

Issued under the Governorship of Muhammad -i -Zaman Mirza, Babur's nephrw

and son -in -law This coin, dated AH 921, is the first year of Zaman's rule and arsc

contradicts the assumption of several historians that Zaman was Shah.lsmal;

vassal at Balkh.

17-01 1.5, 2.6, 3.3 4.30 26.82

An AH 927 issue under Muhammad -i-Zaman Mirza.

18-01 1.4, 2.2, 3.2 4.87 24.19.

18 -02 Same 4.60 ?

A possible dateless variety, following the typography of the new legend layon t

introduced in the late 920s.The absence of the Ghazi title and the AH 927 dit

on the older coins [see 17-01 above] places this to a post 927 and pre-933 is IE

19 -0I 1.4, 2.4, 3.2. 9.56 29.08

This unique coin in the collection of the Tubingen University is the only douolf

miskal known in Babur's coinage. It's typography indicates post AH 927 pre 3.

issue.
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-- Plate 0 5 ---
Specimen Number Obverse Legends Weight Max. Dia.

Grams mm

20 -01 1.4, 2.2, 3.2 4.71 24.56
This is a possible unique coin.Typographically it could have been minted at Kabul.

25 -01 1.4, 2.2, 3.5? 4.71 24.70
An AH 915 issue from Kabul makes this amongst the first coins minted under
Babur from that city. Unfortunately the benediction part is obliterated, which
is why the 3.5 is indicated in red.

26.01

26 -02

26 -03

26 -04

1.5, 2.6,

same

same

same

3.2? 4.34

4.77

4.64

4.76

24.47

23.80

24.37

24.47
An AH 930 issue from Kabul, with the margins totally obliterated.

27 -0 I

27 -02

27 -03

27 -04

1.4, 2.2,

same

same

same

3.2? 4.91

4.60

4.63

4.31

22.26

24.88

24.17

25.02
Another AH 930 issue from Kabul with the legend arranged in an octagonal
cartouche, typical of the shapes that start appearing on Babur's coins from late
920s onwards.
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---- Plate 06

Specimen Number Obverse Legends Weight Max. Dia.
Grams mm

28 -0 I

28 -02

28 -03

28 -04

28 -05

28 -06

An AH 933 issue

29 -01

29 -02

29 -03

29 -04

29 -05

29 -06

29 -07

Near similar to above but an AH 934 issue.

1.4, 2.2, 3.2 4.67 24.70

same 4.78 25.00

same 4.70 25.20

same 4.73 23.60

same 4.68 2 I.74

same 4.66 24.35

1.6, 2.6, 3.2 4.60 ?

same 4.74 24.00

same 4.65 23.75

same 4.65 24.33

same 4.70 25.48

same 4.72 24.21

same 4.70 27.22
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- --------------------- -- ---- - --- -- ------------ - -

--- P I at e 07 ---
Specimen Number Obverse Legends Weight Max. Dia.

Grams mm

30-01

31-01

31 -02

32 -01

32 -02

32 -03

32 -04

32 -05

1.8, 2.6, 3.3 4.70 24.02

1.8, 2.6, 3.3 4.43 24.13

same 4.72 23.23

1.8, 2.6, 3.3 4.70 24.16

same 4.78 27.47

same 4.69 24.56

same ? ?

same ? ?

All coins of the series above were minted at Kabul.Types 30, 31 and 32

exhibit minor differences in legend Iayout.The calligraphy is well executed and

with the 'Al-Ghazi' title, would seem a commemorative issue.

33 -01 1.6,2.4,3.3 4.78

Type 33, an AH 936 issue, is an aberration: the legend layout is on the pattern -
of the earlier issues from Badakhshan and Balkh, hitherto not seen on specimen

from Kabul. It is also the only known coin of the Kabul mint with the date as
AH 936.
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{ Plate 08 }----

Specimen Number Obverse Legends Weight Max. Dia.
Grams mm

35-01

35 -02

35 -03

35 -04

35 -05

1.6, 2.6,

same

same

same

same

3.3 4.66

4.70

4.78

4.48

4.68

28.06

26.50

27.04

28.10

24.31
This undated coin is perhaps the precursor of yet another change in the legere
layout: from the central multifoil layout to a near rectangular one.This pattern
is henceforth followed at all the Indian mints, which incidentally represent tI,a
largest number of Babur's post AH 935 dated issues.

38 -0 I 1.9, -, 3.4 4.67 25.43
38 -02 same 4.58 24.63
38 -03 same 4.66 ?

38 -04 same 4.70

An interesting specimen minted at Qandahar in 933 under Babur's son Kamm
Mirza.This is the only specimen minted in the year of Babur's famous victor
when he assumed the title of Ghazi.The legend is also unique in being devo. I
of the usual Sultan al -Azam and Khaqan al- Muqarram titles, while carrying the
additional benediction: wa Ala Amrahu wa Shanahu along with the usual Khuleck
Allah Mulkahu wa Sultanahu.

[The whole would thus translate: MayAllah perpetuate his kingdom and his rein
and exalt his writ and prestige].
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Plate 09 .._

Specimen Number Obverse Legends Weight Max. Dia.
Grams mm

40-01

40-02
1.4, 2.6, 3.2

same
4.58 25.68
4.58 28.33

An AH 932 issue from Qunduz with the `new' legend arrangement in a cent' II
geometric cartouche.

41-0I

41-02

41-03

41-04

41-05

1.4, 2.6,

same

same

same

same

3.2 4.72

3.99

4.58

4.56

?

25.03

24.64

25.54

26.26

?
A similar coin, but with an AH 933 date, minted before the news of Babur's
victory over Rana Sanga in mid -933.
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Plate IO

Specimen Number Obverse Legends Weight Max. Dia.
Grams mm

45 -01 1.1, 2.4, 3.2 4.71 34.89
45 -02 same 4.47 23.81
45 -03 same ? ?

45 -04 same ? ?

This is the earliest of Babur's known coinage. It is a dateless variety but can e
dated to AH 903 as a specimen [45 -04], in the Hermitage Museum, has a counter
stamp dated AH 904, of his cousin, Sultan Ali Mirza. Recollect that Babur Io,
Samarkand in mid -AH 903, when he rode out of the city to defend his capital,
Andijan, when Sultan Ali Mirza occupied it.

46 -01

46 -02

46 -03

46 -04

1.2, 2.4,

same

same

same

3.2 4.30

4.70

4.75

4.76

25.75

?

?

27.77

This is Babur's second issue from Samarkand and is dated to AH 906.
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--- Plate

Specimen Number Obverse Legends Weight Max. Dia.
Grams mm -

50 -01

50 -02

50 -03

50 -04

50 -05

50 -06

50 -07

1.4, 2.1,

same

same

same

same

same

same

3.3 4.76

4.67

4.56

4.70
4.72

4.69

4.72

26.30

25.34

24.55

25.10

25.61

26.63

27.61
These are probably the first issues of Babur after his capture of Kabul, mint d
after his spoils from Qandahar.The 933 is an engraving error for 913. Note -zhc
title is simply Babur and the rendition
dal separated from rest of the

of his name
word thus:

is written with the fia
-

51 -01 1.4, 2.1, 3.3 4.51 25.84
51 -02 same > ?

Another variety of the above.

52 -01 1.4, 2.3,
52 -02 same

27.49

27.00

3.2 4.70

4.69
This is a beautifully executed variety, possibly from Kabul, dated AH 925. -

53 -0 I 1.4, 2.4, 3.2? 4.65 27.30
A calligraphically well executed specimen, where a r;° of the word L- r-).)-4.° aiJthe of is visible at 2 o'clock in the outer margin.This is a dater'
coin where the date is unfortunately obliterated except for `9'. Perhaps of ycanother issue from [or in the name of] Ghazni.
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---- Plate 12 --
Specimen Number Obverse Legends Weight

Grams
Max. Dia.
mm

55 -01 1.6, 2.6, 3.2 4.64 24.34
55 -02 same 4.66 24.35
55 -03 same 4.26 22.81
55 -04 same 4.56 24.70
55 -05 same 4.58 24.53
55 -06 same 4.65 24.95An AH 934 issue, typographically of Kabul.

56 -0 I 1.6, 2.6, 3.2 4.70 25.84
56 -02 same 4.17 26.29
56 -03 same 4.59 23.73
56 -04 same 4.69 25.79Another AH 934 issue.
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E Plate 13

Specimen Number Obverse

60 -01 1.5, 2.6,

60 -02 same

60 -03 same

60 -04 same

60 -05 same

60 -06 same

60 -07 same

60 -08 same

60 -09 same

61 -01 1.5, 2.6,

61 -02 same

61 -03 same

61-04 same

Max. Dia.
mm

23.18

23.37

25.21

24.00

25.26

23.79

23.39

24.36

>

25.46

23.60

23.79

25.90

Legends

3.2

3.2

Weight
Grams

4.67

4.71

4.62

4.58

4.52

4.59

4.57

4.64

>

4.68

4.71

4.68

4.36

All the above are mintless dateless varieties from Kabul [based on typographical
considerations].
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Plate 14

Specimen Number Obverse
Max. Dia.
mm

Legends Weight
Grams

62 -01 1.5, 2.6, 3.2 4.69 24.89

63 -01 1.5, 2.6, 3.2 4.41 26.8163 -02 same 4.71 26.0563 -03 same 4.69 24.2563 -04 same 4.52 26.0963 -05 same 4.82 25.04

64 -01 1.4, 2.1, 3.3 4.70 24.7064 -02 same 4.62 2 I.83

65-01 1.4, 2.1, 3.3 4.71 23.98

66-0 I 1.5, 2.6, 3.2? 4.87 27.71

Note:All the above are dateless mintless varieties.Types 62, 63 and 64 probablyissued from Kabul.The calligraphy of Type 65 and 66 suggests a possible differenmint town than Kabul.
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Plate 15 .
Specimen Number

Max. Dia.
mm

Obverse Legends Weight
Grams

67 -01 1.5, 2.6, 3.3 4.66 26.32
67 -02 same 4.61 28.55
67 -03 same 4.65 26.40

68 -01 1.4, 2.6, 3.1 3.38 22.21

70 -01 1.6, 2.6, 3.2 4.78 2 I.99
70 -02 same 4.70 24.05
70 -03 same 4.70 23.86
70 -04 same 4.5 I 24.46
70 -05 same 4.65 22.02

All mintless dateless issues.Type 68 could well be a contemporary counterf t.
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Plate 16 }---
Specimen Number

70 -06

70 -07

70 -08

70 -09

70-10

70-11

70-12

70 -13

70 -14

70 -15

70 -16

70 -17

70 -18

70 -19

70 -20

Max. Dia.
mm

22.80

23.40

22.2 I

24.01

22.79

23.76

25.0 I

23.35

23.47

23.90

24.68

23.85

25.04

24.70

23.81

Obverse Legends Weight
Grams

1.6, 2.6,

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

3.2 4.73

4.66

4.55

4.66

4.7 I

4.69

4.69

4.54

4.73

4.69

4.69

4.70

4.80

4.60

4.16
Dateless mintless variety, probably minted at Kabul.
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Plate 17

Specimen Number

70-21

70-22

70-23

70-24

70-25

70-26

70-27

70-28

Obverse Legends Weight
Grams

Max. Dia.
mm

24.89

26.59

24.17

24.48

24.32

28.05

29.13

?

1.6, 2.6,

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

3.2 4.58

4.71

4.70

4.76

4.76

4.68

4.61

?

Dateless mintless variety probably Kabul issues.
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Plate I8

Specimen Number Obverse Max. Dia.
mm

Legends Weight
Grams

71-01 I.6, 2.6, 3.2? 4.66 26.46
71 -02 same 4.59 26.00
71 -03 same 4.57 24.37

72 -0 I 1.6, 2.6, 3.2 4.59 26.57
72 -02 same. 4.72 27.57
72 -03 same 4.70 24.94
72 -04 same 4.53 24.15

73 -01 1.6, 2.6, 3.2 4.60 25.76
73 -02 same 4.57 27.54

The reverse of 73 -01 is die identical to Qunduz type 40 and 41
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Plate I9

Specimen Number

74-01
74 -02
74 -03
74 -04
74 -05
74 -06
74 -07

Max. Dia.
mm

25.64
24.98
26.35
26.75
24.51
25.09
26.42

Obverse Legends Weight
Grams

1.6, 2.6,
same
same
same
same
same
same

3.2 4.76
4.33
4.60
4.38
4.71
4.72
4.56

This series is a dateless /mintless variety on the Indian pattern. Possibly a Kabulissue Type 35. Note that the Benediction formula has the adjective `Taalah', here -spelt with a lam- alif: 'Sw instead of the usual or the less frequent w

75 -0 I 1.6, 2.6 ?, 3.2 4.75 23.77
75 -02 same 4.59 26.07This is a `Badshah Ghazi' type and thus the date is mis-engraved `913' instead of

`933'.Also note that the .rte of the t-{' and the of the is missing,possibly again due to the die engraving error. Recollect that Babur's close friend,
Khawaja Kalan, was sent to Ghazni, soon after the battle with Rana Sanga in mid -933, and he might have well struck the coin in Babur's honour.Thus this couldwell be a Ghazni issue.

76 -0 I 1.6, 2.6 ?, 3.2? 4.28 26.17A dateless mintless variety.

77-01 1.6, 2.6, 3.2? 4.72 28.31
Another dateless mintless variety of a calligraphic rendition different from theKabul issues. Near identical reverse dies as Qunduz issues of AH 932 [type 40]and AH 933 [type 41 ].This could thus possibly be a Qunduz issue of AH 933/34.

78 -01 1.6, 2.6, 3.2 4.72 25.51Yet another dateless mintless variety.
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Plate 20

Max. Dia.
mm

27.51
27.20

25.01
26.44

Specimen Number Obverse. Legends

79 -01 1.6, 2.6 ?, 3.2?
79 -02 same

A dateless mintless variety.

Weight
Grams

4.67
4.56

80 -0 I 1.6, 2.6 ?, 3.2
80 -02 same

4.61
4.67

Dateless mintless variety

81 -01 1.6, 2.6 ?,3.2? 4.56 24.66Dateless mintless variety

25.71
82 -01 1.6, 2.6 ?, 3.2? 4.36

Dateless mintless variety

27.45
83 -01 1.6, 2.6 ?, 3.2? 4.64

Dateless mintless variety

84 -0 I 1.6, 2.6 ?, 3.2 4.72 23.80
84 -02 same 4.60 27.72
84-03 same 4.50 26.14
84 -04 same 4.06 24.34
84 -05 same 4.77 24.32

Dateless mintless variety. In the obverse central cartouche, between 6 and 7o'clock, `Zarb' ßr-4' is inscribed, to the left of which is, what seems, z' forThatta{?}. I am told that what resembles Thatta is in fact a squiggle.Were it to bEa Thatta issue, it could have been struck by Shah Husain in AH 933/934, afterreceiving news of the victory over Rana Sanga, through a messenger dispatched
by Babur along with some `playing cards' that he had requested.
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--Plate 2 I ---
Specimen Number Obverse Legends Weight Max. Dia.

Grams mm

100 -01

100 -02

100 -03

100 -04

100 -05

100 -06

100 -07

100 -08

100 -09

100 -10

100-11

100 -12

100 -13

100 -14

1.6, 2.6,

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

3.3 4.63

4.67

4.67

4.06

4.77

4.70
>

>

4.64

4.73

4.71

4.74

4.70

26.18

24.87

25.02

24.34

25.34

23.75

>

>

25.18

24.19

24.33

25.33

24.17
Agra 936 issue. Note rendition of 6 both as a `fish -hook' and the normal 6.
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Plate 22 )

Specimen Number Obverse Legends Weight Max. Dia.
Grams mm

101-01 1.6, 2.6, 3.3 4.72 23.92
101-02 same ? ?

AH 937 issue

Copper

Obv

Rev.

o,s`
91'1 t),)u

102 -01 8.93 ?

102 -02 8.93 ?

102 -03 8.81 16.55
102 -04 8.68 17.99

Obv. L.,...3.)..4ai (..).?

Rev. As above

103 -01 8.98 17.74
103 -02 8.92 17.23
103 -03 9.17 ?

103 -04 8.76 17.88
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Plate 23

Specimen Number Obverse Legends Weight Max. Dia.
Grams mm

Obv.

Rev.

104 -01

104 -02

j..S°I u,.»4,á I J 1 J

qt"`i j13,_53

8.94 17.82

9.15 18.42

Obv.

Rev.

As above except double line in the centre.
As above

105 -01 9.08 18.15
105 -02

9.01 18.70

Obv. I.t.2.liu tIJr JIW.
Rev. As above but date qt"L

107-01
9.10 ?

107-02
9.26 ?

107-03
9.01 18.07
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Plate 24

Specimen Number Obverse

110 -01 1.6, 2.6,

110-02 same
110-03 same

10 -04 same
110 -05 same
110 -06 same

110-07 same

110-08 same

110 -09 same

110-10 same
110- I 1 same

110-12 same

110-13 same

Max. Dia.
mm

24.04

23.00

24.44

24.34

25.26

24.97

24.86

25.19

23.93

25.10

23.52

24.56

?

Legends

3.3

Weight
Grams

4.71

4.65

4.69

4.64

4.16

4.64

4.64

4.67

4.64

4.68

4.69

4.67

?

AH 936 issues, note fish hook for 6.
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Plate 25

Specimen Number

1 I 1 -O 1

111-02

111 -03

111-04

111 -05

111-06

111 -07

111 -08

111 -09

r I I I -10

Obverse Max. Dia.
mm

24.98

25.19

25.31

24.59

25.71

24.54

24.93

24.95

24.43

25.47

Legends Weight
Grams

1.6, 2.6,

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

3.3 4.66

4.48

4.66

4.1 I

4.71

4.68

4.69

4.75

4.66

4.70

AH 936 issues.
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-- Plate 26 }---
Specimen Number Obverse Legends

112 -01

112 -02

112 -03

112 -04

112 -05

112 -06

Lahore issues of 937

Humayun are known

death as some think.

Weight
Grams

Max. Dia.
mm

1.6, 2.6,

same

same

same

same

same

3.3 4.67

4.69

4.72

4.65

4.73

4.55

25.17

25.89

26.31

26.06

26.23

25.22
mis- engraved as 938.1t may be noted that 937 issues of
and therefore this is not an issue in Babur's name after

113-01 1.6, 2.6, 3.3 4.68 25.33
113 -02 same 4.60

An AH 936 issue.

114-01 1.6, 2.6, 3.3 4.79 25.62
114-02 same

114-03 same

114-04 same 4.90 25.43
114-05 same 4.71 25.62

Another AH 936 variety. Note the rendition of the city name.
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Plate 27 }----

Specimen Number Obverse Legends Weight Max. Dia.
Grams mm

I15-01

115-02

1.4, 2.4, 3.3

same

These are the famous Guthrie and White King specimens, picked up from their
articles on rare coins etc. Unfortunately both the reported specimens are very
worn out/obliterated, making a complete reading difficult.

116-01

116-02

1.4, 2.4, 3.3

same

4.44 24.00

4.46 25.20
These two coins are typographically quite close to the above specimens, both in
their reverse and obverse, hence are being classified as Thatta issues. Note that
the reverse has a r under the which would make it a 932 issue.

117 -01

117-02

117 -03

117 -04

1.6, 2.6,

same

same

same

3.3 4.66

4.74

4.61

4.60

27.20

25.21

26.37

?

These issues have the `fish -hook' type above the `bur' of Babur, and has been
discussed in the sub-chapter of re- attribution.
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Plate 28

Specimen Number Obverse Legends Weight
Grams

Cmk -0 I -0 I , 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, I 0

Cmk-02-0 I

9 tr
--*--)La1-4-4

Max. Dia.
mm

gt.cll Zahiír -ucldn Muhammad Sultan Bahaclur goa

9y ,Jl 1? )tïa . J.oarso

it.dl Zahir-udd'n Muhammad Sultan Baóur Bahaclur goó

Cmk-03-0 I , 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07

Zahir-udclín MuhammadBa6ur
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Plate 29

pecimen Number Obverse Legends Weight Max. Dia.
Grams mm

mk-04-0 I , 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, I 0, II, I 2

2mk-05-0 I

2mk-06-0 I, 02, 03, 04, 05.

JLC

%cif Ba6ur

aLtJ9 J.J.9 JL

AdI Babur Badshah

AcCCI3a6ur g hart
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Plate 30

Specimen Number Obverse Legends Weight Max. Dia.
Grams mm

Cmk-06-06, 07, 08, 09, 10, I I , 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17.

AdlBaóur ghazí

Cmk-07-0 I

Zar6 Muhammad Baóur
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Countermar e

Cmk-06-06 Cmk-06-07 Cmk-06-08 Cmk-06-09 Cmk-06-10

Cmk-06-11 Cmk-06-12

Cmk-06-16 Cmk-06-17

Cmk-06-13 Cmk-06-14 Cmk-06-15

Cmk-07-01



Dou e Struc

118 -04 118 -05

118 -06 118 -07

Contemporary Counterfeits

119 - 01 119 - 02



Contem orar Counter efts

( ?' ,,17i.1 \ )
/ ..).

e i , '

) :-) ' 3 ,1T_.z'', r,,,, : ,...)
/ \ ,,,, ., . , ,., .

...,..

\

t - ..0

- ;

-4

119 - 03 119 - 04

119 -05 119 -06

119-07 119 - 08 119 - 09



Contem orar Counter efts

119- 10

Note:

1. Specimens 1 19-01 to 07 original image is to left...The right hand
image is a horizontal flip.

2. S ecimens 119-08 tc 09 are plated coins.

1. Specimens 1 1MO Li a Nu.

Modern Counterfeits

,

120 - 01 120 - 02



Appendix IA

Jehangir Mirza

Omer Sheikh Mdza

Miran Shah Mirza
4. e

Shah Rukn Mirza

Bal-qara

Mansur

Bal-qara

ir-

Muhammad Mirza

f,t
-

ZaMin
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Juji

Chágtiätäi

tikñgir
'Own .-.,.

Ogatai

Tuli

Muatukan I
I Khan

Appendix IB

Khandaza Begin

Kutlug Nigar
Khanum

Khizar
Khawaja

Khan
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Appendix II

Physical Properties of Specimens

Year Serial Die Rarity
Mint Provenance A.H. Type Number Obverse Reverse Table

CENTRAL ASIAN
Badakshan Tub: KH-10-C2 915 01 01 OD 049 RD 005 RR
Badakshan Dalip Shah 915 01 02 OD 049 RD 023 RR
Badakshan AUR 915 01 03 OD 049 RD 023 RR
Badakshan MHM 915 01 04 OD 041 RD 023 RR
Badakshan Tub: HK-10-C3 921 02 01 OD 051 RD 040 RRR
Badakshan AUR 929 03 01 OD 047 RD 023 RR
Badakshan AUR 929 03 02 OD 048 RD 041 RR
Badakshan AUR 929 03 03 OD 047 RD 006 RR
Badakshan Oxford 929 03 04 OD 048 RD 041 RR
Badakshan Tub: HK-10-C4 930 04 01 OD 082 RD 100 RRR
Badakshan AUR 936 05 01 OD 060 RD 140 R
Badakshan AUR 936 05 02 OD 060 RD 141 R
Badakshan Trade 936 05 03 OD 060 RD 142 R
Badakshan BM 2770 936 06 01 OD 050 RD 024 RRR
Badakshan AUR <928 07 01 OD 050 RD 025 RRR
Badakshan AUR <928 08 01 OD 052 RD 007 RRR
Badakshan AUR <928 08 02 OD 052 RD 008 RRR
Badakshan AUR >933 09 01 OD 061 RD 026 R
Badakshan AUR >933 09 02 OD 061 RD 143 R
Badakshan AUR >933 09 03 OD 061 RD 143 R
Badakshan AUR >933 09 04 OD 061 RD 143 R
Badakshan Trade >933 10 01 OD 101A RD 144 R
Badakshan BM 2767 >933 10 02 OD 101A RD 002 R
Badakshan AUR >933 10 03 OD 101A RD 145 R
Badakshan AUR >933 10 04 OD 101A RD 146 R
Badakshan Trade >933 10 05 OD 101A RD 002 R
Badakshan BM R7936 >933 11 01 OD 008 RD 027 RRR
Badakshan AUR >933 12 01 OD 015 RD 009 RR
Badakshan AUR >933 12 02 OD 015 RD 009 RR
Badakshan AUR >933 12 03 OD 015 RD 009 RR
Badakshan Trade <928 13 01 OD 058 RD 003 RRR
Badakshan BM 2761 <928 14 01 OD 057 RD 010 RRR
Balkh AUR 924 16 01 OD 002 RD 043 RR
Balkh BM 698 924 16 02 OD 002 RD 042 RR
Balkh Dalip Shah 924 16 03 OD 002 RD 043 RR
Balkh AUR 927 17 01 OD 003 RD 044 RRR
Balkh AUR <933 18 01 OD 014 RD 101 RR
Balkh Dalip Shah <933 18 02 OD 014 RD 101 RR
Balkh Tub HK-10-05 <933 19 01 OD 053 RD 115 RRRR
Ghazni AUR 929 20 01 OD 013 RD 011 RRRR
Kabul AUR 915 25 01 OD 046 RD 022 RRR
Kabul Tub 97-16-62 930 26 01 OD 059 RD 060 R
Kabul Tub 200-12-66 930 26 02 OD 059 RD 060 R
Kabul AUR 930 26 03 OD 059 RD 028 R
Kabul AUR 930 26 04 OD 059 RD 028 R
Kabul AUR 930 27 01 OD 085 RD 102 R
Kabul AUR 930 27 02 OD 016 RD 045 R
Kabul AUR 930 27 03 OD 017 RD 102 R
Kabul AUR 930 27 04 OD 017 RD 061 R
Kabul AUR 933 28 01 OD 054 RD 062 R
Kabul AUR 933 28 02 OD 054 RD 062 R
Kabul AUR 933 28 03 OD 054 RD 062 R
Kabul AUR 933 28 04 OD 055 RD 063 R
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Kabul AUR 933 28 05 OD 054 RD 063 RKabul AUR 933 28 06 OD 054 RD 063 RKabul Dalip Shah 934 29 01 OD 018 RD 104 RKabul AUR 934 29 02 OD 019 RD 103 RKabul AUR 934 29 03 OD 019 RD 105 RKabul AUR 934 29 04 OD 019 RD 107 RKabul AUR 934 29 05 OD 019 RD 103 RKabul AUR 934 29 06 OD 019 RD 106 R 'Kabul MIR 934 29 07 OD 019 RD 103 RKabul AUR 935 30 01 OD 020 RD 108 RRKabul AUR 935 31 01 OD 021 áRD;108 RKabul AUR 935 31 02 OD 021 RD 137 RKabul AUR 935 32 01 OD 022 RD 138 RKabul AUR 935 32 02 OD 022 RD 138 RKabul AUR 935 32 03 OD 022 RD 108 RKabul Trad 935 32 04 OD 022 RD 108
J

R 'Kabul Trad 935 32 05 OD 022 RD 138 RKabul Lahore All 936 33 01 OD 004 RD 137 RRRRKabul AUR >933 35 01 OD 100 RD 046 RKabul AUR >933 35 02 OD 100 RD 047 RKabul AUR >933 35 03 OD 100 RD 048 RKabul AUR >933 35 04 OD 101 RD 049 RKabul AUR >933 35 1 05 OD 100 RD 048 RQandhar AUR 933 38 01 OD 086 RD 109 ' RQandhar AUR 933 38 02 OD 086 RD 012 RQandhar Dr Becker 933 38 03 OD 086 RD 012 RQandhar Dalip Shah 933 38 04 OD 086 RD 110 RQunduz AUR 932 40 01 OD 083 RD 058 RRQunduz AUR 932 40 02 OD 083 RD 058 RRQunduz AUR 933 41 01 OD 084 RD 114 RRQunduz AUR 933 41 02 OD 084 RD 114 RRQunduz BM 2811 933 41 03 OD 084 RD 058 RRQunduz BM 695 933 41 04 OD 084 RD 114 RRQunduz Hermitage 933 41 05 OD 084 RD 114 RRSamarkand AUR 903 45 01 OD 001 RD 001 RRRSamarkand Tub HK-10-D3 903 45 02 OD 001 RD 001 RRRSamarkand Herm. 31217 903 45 03 OD 001. RD 001 RRRSamarkand Herm. 31282 903 45 04 OD 001 RD 001 RRRSamarkand AUR 906 46 01 OD 005 RD 004 RRRSamarkand Dalip Shah 906 46 02 OD 007 RD 004 RRRSamarkand Lahore A.9 906 46 03 OD 006 RD 013 RRRSamarkand Tub 92-20-45 906 46 04 OD 005 RD 004 RRRMLT Badshah AUR 913 50 01 OD 009 RD 014 RRMLT Badshah AUR 913 50 02 OD 011 Fake RRMLT Badshah AUR 913 50 03 OD 011 RD 015 RRMLT Badshah AUR 913 50 04 OD 010 RD 015 RRMLT Badshah AUR 913 50 05 OD 009 RD 016 RRMLT Badshah AUR 913 50 06 OD 009 RD 015 RRMLT Badshah Tub 95-4-116 913 50 07 OD 009 RD 015 RRMLT Badshah AUR 913 51 01 OD 012 RD 016 RRMLT Badshah Trade 913 51 02 OD 012 RD 015 RRMLT Badshah BM 2776 925 52 01 OD 056 RD 017 RRRMLT Badshah AUR 925 52 02 OD 056 RD 017 RRRMLT Badshah AUR 9xx 53 01. OD 062 RD 117 RRRMLT Badshah Ghazi AUR 934 55 01 OD 063 RD 064 RMLT Badshah Ghazi AUR 934 55 02 OD 063 RD 064 RMLT Badshah Ghazi AUR 934 55 03 OD 063 RD 065 RMLT Badshah Ghazi AUR 934 55 04 OD 063 RD 078 RMLT Badshah Ghazi AUR 934 55 ' 05 OD 063 RD 065 RMLT Badshah Ghazi AUR 934 55 06 OD 063 RD 079 RMLT Badshah Ghazi AUR 934 56 01 OD 064 RD 078 RMLT Badshah Ghazi AUR 934 56 02 OD 064 RD 079 RMLT Badshah Ghazi AUR 934 56 03 OD 064 RD 080 R
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1q1-1 UdU.11ldll U11dL1 HUK b U4 UU Ub4 U/ti I RDLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 60 01 OD 027 RD 066 SDLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 60 02 OD 026 RD 067 SDLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 60 03 OD 027 RD 068 S
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 60 04 OD 026 RD 069 SDLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 60 05 OD 025 RD 070 S 'DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 60 06 OD 024 RD 081 S
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 60 07 OD 023 RD 071 S
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 60 08 OD 033 RD 072 S
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 60 09 OD 065 RD 065 S
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 61 01 OD 032 RD 074 S
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 61 02 OD 032 RD 075 S
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 61 03 OD 032 RD 076 S

-1

DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 61 04 OD 031 RD 077 S
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 62 01 OD 030 RD 018 R
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 63 01 OD 029 RD 029 S
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 63 02 OD 037 RD 033 S
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 63 03 OD 037 RD 033 S
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 63 04 OD 038 RD 029 S
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 63 05 OD 039 RD 033 S
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 64 01 OD 040 RD 030 S
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 64 02 OD 040 RD 031 S
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 65 01 OD 041 RD 032 , R
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 66 01 OD 066 RD 116 R
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 67 01 OD 042 RD 033 S
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 67 02 OD 042 RD 033 S
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 67 03 OD 042 ' RD 033 ' S
DLT/MLT Badshah AUR <933 68 01 OD 043 RD 034 S
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 01 OD 068 RD 082 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 02 OD 028 RD 081 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 03 OD 028 RD 081 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 04 OD 028 RD 083 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 05 OD 068 RD 079 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 06 OD 067 RD 080 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 07 OD 068 RD 084 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 08 OD 068 RD 085 , C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 09 OD 069 RD 086 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 10 OD 069 RD 092 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 11 OD 070 RD 093 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 12 OD 070 RD 094 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 13 OD 071 RD 095 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 14 OD 072 RD 084 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 15 OD 077 RD 088 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 16 OD 077 RD 089 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR ' >933 70 17 OD 077 RD 084 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 18 OD 077 RD 090 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 19 OD 077 RD 091 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 20 OD 077 RD 084 C

-,DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 21. OD 077 RD 089 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 22 OD 078 RD 082 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 23 OD 079 RD 084 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 24 OD 079 RD 081 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 25 OD 080 RD 096 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 26 OD 081 RD 097 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 70 27 OD 078 RD 078 C
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 71 01 OD 036 RD 132 S
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 71 02 OD 036 RD 132 S
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 71 03 OD 036 RD 019 S
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 72 01 OD 103 RD 133 S
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 72 02 OD 103 RD 133 S
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 72 03 OD 103 RD 154 S
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 72 04 OD 103 RD 133 S
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 73 01 OD 105 RD 059 S
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i

_,... . - - LJ 1UJ ML/ U.J.) JDLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 74 01 OD 088 RD 108 S -DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 74 02 OD 089 RD 139 SDLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR - 933 74 03 OD 088 RD 111
RD 137
RD 108

SSSDLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR > 33 74 04 OD 088
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >9 3 74 05 OD 089
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >9 3 74 06 OD 088 RD 111 SDLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 74 07 OD 090 RD 144 S "DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi MIR >933 75 01 OD 073 RD 112 S 'DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 75 02 OD 073 RD 112 SSSDLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 76 01 OD 044 RD 036

RD 059
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 77 01 OD 106DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 78 01 OD 035 Rp 0,20 SDLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 79 01 OD 034 R 33 SDLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 79 02 OD 104 RD 133 SDLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 80 01 OD 074 RD 050 SDLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 80 02 OD 074 RD 050 SDLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 81 01 OD 075 RD 021. S

S
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 82 01 OD 076 RD 099DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 83 01 OD 045 RD 037 SDLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 84 01 OD 102 RD 038 SDLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933

>933
84
84

02
03

OD 102
OD 102

RD 039
RD 039

S
S

DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR
DLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 84 04 OD 102 RD 039 SDLT/MLT Badshah Ghazi AUR >933 84 05 OD 102 RD 039 S il
INDIAN ; .. . : .,, ,. :

, .:: ;s <

Agra AUR 936 100 01 OD 091 RD 117 CAgra AUR 936 100 02 OD 092 RD 148 CAgra AUR 936 100 03 OD 093 RD 149 CAgra AUR 936 100 04 OD 093 RD 117 CAgra AUR 936 100 05 OD 094 RD 152 CAgra AUR 936 100 06 OD 108 RD 148 CAgra Trade 936 100 07 OD 115 RD 118 C ,Agra Trade 936 100 08 OD 115 RD 150 CAgra Trade 936 100 09 OD 115 RD 117 CAgra ' AUR 936 100 10 OD 115 RD 151 CAgra AUR 936 100 11 OD 115 RD 150 CAgra AUR 936 100 12 OD 108 RD 119 CAgra AUR 936 100 13 OD 109 RD 152 CAgra AUR 936 100 14 OD 092 RD 120 CAgra AUR 937 101 01 OD 116 RD 121 RAgra Lahore 937 101 02 OD 095 RD 149 RAgra - Copper Lahore A32 936 102 01 RAgra - Copper Lahore A33 936 102 02 RAgra - Copper BM 4165 936 102 03 RAgra - Copper BM 5-14-667 936 102 04 RAgra - Copper AUR 936 103 01 SAgra - Copper BM 12 936 103 02 SAgra - Copper Lahore A35 936 103 03 SAgra - Copper BM 481 936 103 04 SAgra - Copper BM 5-14-668 936 104 01 SAgra - Copper BM 53 936 104 02 SAgra - Copper BM 480 936 105 01 SAgra - Copper AUR 936 105 02 S _Agra - Copper Lahore A36 937 107 01 SAgra - Copper Lahore A37 937 107 02 SAgra - Copper AUR 937 107 03 S3aunpur AUR 936 110 01 OD 107 RD 122 CJaunpur AUR 936 110 02 OD 096 RD 057 C]aunpur AUR 936 110 03 OD 107 RD 051 C7aunpur AUR 936 110 04 OD 096 RD 052 CJaunpur AUR 936 110 05 OD 110 RD 113 C
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aunpur AUR 93b 11U Ub UL) Uyb KU U/ L.

aunpur AUR 936 110 07 OD 096 RD 053 C

launpur AUR 936 110 08 OD 096 RD 054 C

unpur AUR 936 110 09 OD 096 RD 055 C

unpur AUR 936 110 10 OD 096 RD 056 C

aunpur AUR 936 110 11 OD 096 RD 057 C

aunpur AUR 936 110 12 OD 096 RD 057 C

launpur AUR 936 110 13 OD 096 RD 117 C

.ahore AUR 936 111 01 OD 111 RD 123 C

Lahore AUR 936 111 02 OD 111 RD 124 C

Lahore AUR 936 111 03 OD 091 RD 127 C

Lahore AUR 936 111 04 OD 111 RD 124 C

Lahore AUR 936 111 05 OD 097 RD 125 C

Lahore AUR 936 111 06 OD 117 RD 153 C

Lahore AUR 936 111 07 OD 111 RD 123 C

Lahore AUR 936 111 08 OD 098 RD 124 C

Lahore AUR 936 111 09 OD 111 RD 126 C

Lahore AUR 936 111 10 OD 111 RD 124 C

Lahore AUR 938 112 01 OD 119 RD 128 C

Lahore AUR 938 112 02 OD 112 RD 124 C

Lahore AUR 938 112 03 OD 118 RD 128 C

Lahore AUR 938 112 04 OD 119 RD 124 C

Lahore AUR 938 112 05 OD 119 RD 124 C

Lahore AUR 938 112 06 OD 118 RD 128 C

Luknur AUR 936 113 01 OD 099 RD 129 RRR

Luknur Dalip Shah 936 113 02 OD 099 RD 129 RRR

Luknur AUR 936 114 01 OD 113 RD 130 RRR

Luknur Trade 936 114 02 OD 113 RD 130 RRR

Luknur Trade 936 114 03 OD 113 RD 130 RRR

Luknur BM 2 936 114 04 OD 113 RD 131 RRR

Luknur AUR 936 114 05 OD 113 RD 131 RRR

Thatta White King <933 115 01 OD 088 RD 134 RRRR

Thatta Guthere <934 115 02 OD 088 RD 134 RRRR

Thatta AUR xx6 116 01 OD 087 RD 135 RRRR

Thatta AUR xx6 116 02 OD 087 RD 136 RRRR

Urdu AUR 936 117 01 OD 114 RD 147 RRR

Urdu AUR 936 117 02 OD 114 RD 150 RRR

Urdu BM 2768 936 117 03 OD 114 RD 147 RRR

Urdu Dali . Shah 936 117 04 OD 114 RD 147 RRR

COUNTERMARKS
Adl Zahiruddin Sultan Muhammad Bahadur Khan

BM 264 903 cmk-01 01 , RRR

Dalip Shah 903 cmk-01 02 RRR

Dalip Shah 903 cmk-01 03 RRR

AUR 903 cmk-01 04 RRR

Tub 91-1-903 903 cmk-01 05 RRR

Tub 92-2-146 903 cmk-01 06 RRR

Tub -53-85 903 cmk-01 07 RRR

Trade 903 cmk-01 08 RRR

Trade 903 cmk-01 09 RRR

AUR 903 cmk-01 10 RRR
Adl Zahiruddin Sultan Muhammad Babur Bahadur

AUR 906 Icmk-021 01 RRRR
Zahiruddin Mohammad Babur

BM 3961 ? cmk-03 01 RRR

BM 1922-7-17-29 cmk-03 02 RRR

Tub 94-22-136 cmk-03 03 RRR

AUR cmk-03 04 RRR

AUR cmk-03 05 RRR

Trade cmk-03 06 RRR

AUR cmk-03 07 RRR
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Adl Babur
AUR ? cmk -04 01 C
Trade
AUR

/ cmk -04
cmk -04

02
03

C
C

AUR cmk -04 04 C
AUR cmk -04 05 C
BM 3974 cmk -04 065 C
AUR cmk -04 07 C
BM 3976 cmk -04 08 C
BM 3973 cmk -04 09 C
Tub 2000 -8 -89 cmk -04 10 C
AUR cmk -04 11 C
Trade cmk -04 12 C

Adl Babur Badshah
Dalip Shah post - 913 cmk -05 01 RRRR

Adl Babur Ghazi
BM 3970 ost - 933 cmk -06 01 C
AUR 02 C
AUR 03 C
BM 2813 04 C
AUR 05 C
AUR 06 C
Tub 2000 -8 -88 07 C
HK -10 -D6 08 C 1

AUR 09 C
AUR 10 C
Dalip Shah 11 C
AUR 12 C
AUR 13 C
AUR 14 C
AUR 15 C
AUR 16 C

. AUR 17 C
Zarab Muhammad Babur

Double Strikes

AUR

AUR

ost - 933

DLT /MLT TYPE

cmk -08

118

01

01

RRRR

Double Strikes AUR DLT /MLT TYPE 118 02
Double Strikes AUR Indian Type 118 03
Double Strikes AUR Indian Type 118 04
Double Strikes

Counterfeits

AUR

AUR

Indian T e

Contemporary

118

119

05

01
Counterfeits AUR Contemporary 119 02
Counterfeits AUR Contemporary 119 03
Counterfeits AUR Contemporary 119 04
Counterfeits AUR Contemporary 119 05
Counterfeits AUR Contemporary 119 06
Counterfeits AUR Co,temporari119 07
Counterfeits AUR Contemporary 119 08 _Counterfeits AUR Contemporary 119 09

_Counterfeits AUR Contemporary 119 10
Counterfeits AUR Modern 120 01

_

Counterfeits AUR Modern 120 02
_
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Jnp 93?
110-08
RD-052

Jnp 93?
110-08
RD-054

Jnp 93?
110-10
RD-056

Jnp 93? &
Agr 93?

110-10 &
100-01
RD-117

Agr 93? &
937

100-03 &
101-02
RD-149

Agr 93?
100-03 &

100-10
RD-151

LA

Die Link Example

Agr 93?
100-01

OD-091

Agr 93?
100-03

OD-093

Agr 937
101-02

OD-095

Agr 93?
110-02

OD-096

Urdu 93?
117 -01

OD -114

Agr 93?
100-07
OD-115
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Appendix HI

Jnp 93?
110-07

RD-053

Jnp 93?
110-09
RD-055

Jnp 93?
110-11
RD-055

Urdu 93?
117 -01
RD -147

Agr 93? &
Urdu 93?
100 -11 &
117 -02
RD -150

Agr 93? &
100-07
RD-118
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Translation of the Autobiographies:

I. The History of India under the two first Sovereigns of the House of Taimur, Volume I Baber,
by William Erskine, London 1854

2. Memoirs of Zehir -ed -Din Muhammad Babur, Emperor of Hindustan, Erskine and Leyden,
annotated and revised by Sir Lucas King, 2 vols, London, 1921.

3. The Babur -nama in English ( Memoirs of Babur). Translated from the original Turki Text
of Zahiruddin Muhammad Babur Padshah Ghazi by Annette Susannah Beveridge. First printed
1922. Reprinted by Luzac & Company, London, 1969.

4. Le Livre de Babur, by Jean -Louis Bacque- Grammont, Paris, 1985.

5. Baburnama, By Wheeler M. Thackston, New York, 1 996.

Biographical Works:

6. BABUR the Tiger - First of the Great Moguls by Harold Lamb. London. 1 962

7. BABAR by Stanley Lane Poole, London: MCMIX

8. BABUR, Diarist and Despot, S.M. Edwardes. London `early I920's'.

9. The Life of Babur, Emperor of Hindustan, by R.M. Caldecott, London, 1844.

10. Memoirs of Baber Emperor of India, F.G.Talbot, London 1909

I I . An Empire Builder of the Sixteenth Century. L.F.Rushbrooks Williams. India.

12. The History of Humayun by Gul -Badan Begum. Annette S. Beveridge. Indian reprint 1972

13. Baber, First of the Moguls by Fernand Grenard, India. 1931. Reprint I97I.

14. BABAR - founder of the Mughal Empire in India. Dr. Mohibbul Hasan. New Delhi. 1985

15. The Builders of the Mogul Empire. Michael Prawdin. London 1 963.

16. Babar. Dr. Radhey Shyam. Patna 1978.

17. Tabaqat -i- Baburi. Zain Khan, translated by Sayed Hasan Askari. Delhi. 1982

Other Translated works on the period:

I. The Tarikh -I- Rashidi. Mirza Muhammad Haider Dughlat. Translated by N.Elias & E.Denison
Ross. 1895. Indian Reprint 1973.

2. Muntakhabu -t- Tawarikh. Abdul Qadir Ibn Muluk Shah Al- Badaoni. Translaterd by George
S.A.Rankine. Calcutta 1898.

3. Zafar ul Walih Bi Muzaffar wa Alihi - An Arabic History of Gujrat. Abdullah Muhammad
Al -Makki Al -Asafi Al- Ulughkhani Hajji Ad- Dabir. Translated by M.F. Lokhandwala. Baroda,
India, 1974.

4. The Chachnamah, an ancient History of Sind. Ali bin Muhammad Kufi. Translated by Mirza
Kalichbeg Fredunbeg. Karachi. 1 900.
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I . The Akbarnama of Abu'l Fazl, Translated by H. Beveridge, India, 1 902. Indian Repri

2. Qanun -i- Humayuni, also known as Humayun Nama, by Khwandamir. English Translation
Baini Prashad. Asiatic Society 1940. Reprint 1996.

3. The Muslim World -A Historical Survey, Part II, The Mongol Period. Bertold Spuler
translated from the German by F.R.C. Bagley, E.J.Brill, Leiden, 1960.
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